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I.

INTRODUCTIDN

Distillation, as a process for converting sea water
to non—saline water, has a history dating back over four
centuries. The primary purpose for the investigation of
this problem was the installation of evaporator units on
sea·going vessels in which steam consumption, operation
costs, and space requirements were the critical factors.

The main difficulty in the operation of sea water
evaporators has been the deposition of an insulating
scale on the heat transfer surfaces of the evaporatore.

This scale is primarily composed of calcium sulphste,
calcium carbonate, and magnesium hydroxide. Various

treatments, chemical and mechanical, which have been
successfully used to prevent or control scale formation
in fresh water evaporators are unsuccessful when used in
salt water evaporators.

It has been suggested by the Armour Research
Foundation that the concept of adherence is believed to
represent a step towards a process for preventing the

formation of scale in salt water evaporators. A proposed
method for reducing the adherence of the primary scale
constituents, i•e., calcium sulfate, calcium carbonate,
and magnesium hydroxide, has been the removal of carbon

A

•3~
dioxide present in sea water either es dissolved gas or
as carbonates•

Apprcximately 50 per cent of the carbon

dioxide in sea water can be removed by heating the feed
water to a temperature above 200 °F for a minimum of 30
minutes and then aerating the hot feed wlth compreseed
air•

After approximately S0 per cent of the carbon di-

oxide has been removed, the feed becomes saturated with
magnesium hydroxide which can be removed by fi1trat1on•
After filtration, the feed water is left with a slight
alkalinity which can be removed by ac1d1fication•
The purpose of this investigation is the determina~

tion and evaluation of the effects of decarbonation—
fi1tration—acid1ficet1on treatment of sea water in reducing scale formation in an experimental sea water
evaporator•

ä
·
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II. LITEHATURE REVIEW
The literature review for the thesis "Sea water

P

svaporator Scale Control; Deoarbonation·Filtrationaoidification Trestment” is contained in the following
parsgraphs under the headingsz History, Properties of Sea

water, Scale Formation Theorien, Ssparation Processes,
Energy Sources, Uomposition of Sea Water Evaporator Scale,
The Chemistry of Sea Water Soaling, adherence, scale

Control and Prevention in Sea water Evaporators, Descaling,
and Deoarbonation of Sea water•
4

History

The western world, for several oenturiss, has been
aware of the problem of oonverting sea water to fresh,
e

potable water.

The first United States publication

concerning this problem was written by Thomas Jefferson
in 1791 and was entitled."Report on the Method for Obtaining

Fresh water free Salt•"

In this report, Jefferson suggested

that on the back of every clearance paper given to ships
leaving the United States be printed the method for obtain·
ing fresh water from salt water by use of the equipment ·
then available for installation on sh1ps•

g

··¢•···
when the economy of steam driven vessels was
realized, the use of sea water evaporators to produoe

fresh water was greatly irxcreased; this was especially
true as a result of the huge navies which were built
during world wars I and II.

Only in recent years have

merchant vessels been equipped with salt water evaporstors.

Although the cracking of riveted seems has just
B4)
recently been attributed to high boiler water alkalinity,
scale and corrosion in boilars was an old story in 1918.
The scale formation theory was unknown and the cause of
corrosion was thought to be by the formation of acids as
a result of the hydrolysis of magnesium salts. Today,
the scale on heat transfer surfaces is primarily coposed

of oalcium carbonate, magnesium hydroxide, and small
amounts of oalcium sulfate, but in 1918 and the succeeding
ten years the scale deposited was composed of caloium

sulfate, calcium carbonate, and calcium end magnesium
silicates. This difference in scale deposit occurred
because of the low concentration factor in evaporators
cf today.

uampel‘Mj relates that ”the major problem in the
of
operation of sea water evaporators is the deposition

resultant
scale on the heat transfer surfaces, with the
for
decrease in capacity caused by this scale• Except
the
the Vapor copression evaporator, almost all of

·ö~

éüßighä favaaaaaa {aa aaaaaraäaaa im paat ama aaaaat yaara
hava had aa a ahiaf abjaat aha avaihiag, daaaaaaiha, ah
af aaala fanaaaiaaa

haha has haaa aa aacaaaafal
¤aa•“
as ia daaiaaa aaa aha haablaa ia, ahavafhaa, a aajaa

äggägrtiaa at aa; gaga;
Tha aanaaraaha aivaa halaa pfüßüät a haiaf aaaay af
aha araaaatiaa an aaa sata?.

Ghaaiaal Camgaa£t1am•

aaa wataa ia a aalima aolatiaa

Güßtülülßä aaaaaaa a„1 aaa a.? aan aaha aiaaalvad aaliaa.
although aha axaat chaaiaal aaaaoaitiah af aaa aaaaa variaa
xa aitraaaat lvaalitiaa, thava aaa aaaraxiaataly 25 a1a~
mamta phaaaha im all aaa aaaarat

atahlaa af aha ahaaiaal

äümyüéiäiüü af aaa aaaaa hava haaa daaa by aavavdaaa,

Juhhaaa, and

aha raaalas ohtaihaa aaa ahaan

ih Tahla I, haha ö.
Ghlariaitv.

‘

.

ühlaaiaity ia dafinad aa aaa haahaa af

aaaaa af ha1aaana,‘aal¢u1aaad aa ohlvriaa, aaaabla af
hraaäaitatiah hy ailvav hiaaata froh a hilaarah af aaa
haar,

Tha aatual aaauna af ahloviaa graaamt in aaa aaaav

ia 0.99hh tzaaa aha ahlavihiayil).

haawaaa aha aaaaaaaata

af aaa wataa aaa aha ahlaviaity a aaaaaaaa nativ aaxaaa,
aua, if aha ahlarihitß ia ansah, aha aaahha of aaah af aha
aampahauta aan ba aalahlataä ba aaihä thaaa raa1aa•
aaalaa af aaa~a aatiaa aaa aivaa in Tahla II, haha 7.

ax~
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TABLE I
Elements 2reee¤t ggnggg Water
Element

Content

Chlarime

18980
10661
2649
1272
884
400
380
65
28
—~
13
4.6
0.02·40.0
1.4

Sedium

äulfato
aagneainm
äulfur
Caloium
roteeeium
Bromine
Carbon
Carbon Dionide
atrontumn
Soran
silicon
Füuorine
E1tT*¤@BI'l

Päü

Ül**Ü• 7

aluminnm

0.8

Fhosphorue

0.001~0.1

Hubidium

0.2

Bä!‘i11!!l
GeIodlue
0.05

araeuia

Iron

eanganeee
Copper
ZÜÄHQ

0.01~0.02

0.002~0.02
0.00l·0.G1

0•001·0.0l

Ü•

ÜoSeverdrupp,
HN. , aa. 2. Johnson, and R.

Fleaaingz
"rhe oaeana,” 2reu¤1¤e~H11 Ina., aaa York,
Heu York, 1942} aalmaley, 5.T.: Saale
2rerent1on in eea water evaporatora, rart
II, Eeoarbenatienaäältration Treatment,
9.6. ünpubliahod 2. So. Thosia, Library,
Va. aol;. Inst., Elaakaburg, va., (1930}.

_

G7M

TABLE II

Hatieg gg ßea water Qemgenente gg Ghlerialtg
weight Basis

Katie

g
Ga/G1

G•O210ß/1

gg/:;:1

0. eeeee/1
0.55530/1

Sag/G1

9.159äO/1

Hempel, 9.A.: ”$¤ntre1 ef gvagorator S¤a1e,“
Armeur Reaeareh Faundatiea, ühieaga, 111.,

Erejeat Re 90·501ü, Report Re Q, 9.5. 1ä4?„

Gallen, J. 1}.: äaale :é*revent1an’;m äiea water
äévapbretors, Feet: III, üaoarbenatiam l6•
Filtrationrhoiditiaatien Treatment, p.

ünpabliehed w. Sa. Wheels, Library, Va. wel:.
Inst., Bleekeburg, va., (1950).

.g.

Viscosity.

es shown in Figure 1, page

9, the

viscosity of sea water increases slightly with increase

in chlorinity and deoreases rapidly with increase in
temperature.° Viscosity determinations were made by

Krummel and.Ruppin(55 ) taking pure distilled water at
0 °C as a standard of 100.

The effect of pressure on the

viscosity of sea water has not yet been determined.

Thermal Gonductivity.

The thermal conductivity of

sea water has not been.measured directly but calculstions
for waters of different chlorinities at 17.5 °C have been
made.

The results of these calculations are shown in

Flsuvs 2. pass 10Surface Tension.

The surface tension of sea water

has been measured by the use of air bubbles in a capillary
tube.

Krummel(52) found that the effect of temperature

was considerably greater than that of chlorinity.

The

surface tensions of waters of various chlorinities are
shown in Figure 3, page 11.
Freezing Point.

The presence of dissolved material

lowers the freezing point of a solvent, and one of the
characteristic properties of a solvent is the gram mclecular
lowering of its freezing point.

A gram mcleoular weight

of a substance dissolved in 1000 grams of water lowers the
freezing point —l.8ö °0. If a solution of a pure salt in
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water were frozen, either ice or salt will separate.

The

point at which both salt and ice will separate is the

eutectic point,

However, because of its complexity, sea
water does not have any definite eutectic points.(32)
The freezing points of sea water of various chlorinities
are shown in Figure 4, page 1ß•

Dissolved Gases•

Increase in pressure or decrease

in temperature increases the solubility of a gas in water.
For gases that do not react chemically with water, such
as oxygen and nitrogen, increase in chlorinity of the sea
water decreases the solubility, temperature and pressure
remaining constant.(3O)

However, carbon dioxide reacts

with the water and its solubility increases with an in·
crease of chlorinity.

The reaction of carbon dioxide in

sea water may be shown by the following equ1libria:(3O)

CO2 ;—‘:. CO2 + H20 .7;-*-... HZGO3 1:....-* 11++ HCO5”°;-—-—-‘·· 11++ CO5=

(gas)

(soln)

From a physical•chemical consideration of the above

equilibria and the concentration of the hydrogen ion in
sea water, it is concluded that the bicarbonate ion is by
1on„(3O)
far the most predominating
Gsmotio Pressure.

The osmotic~pressures of sea water

of varying chlorinities have been calculated by Sten1us(gL)
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The osmotie pressure

from freezing point determinetions,

F

ef water of any given ehlorinity may be ealeulated for any
temperature if the osmotic pressure at O °C is known by

{

the following equationttßl)

OP, s GPQ x {275 +·t]
{
where!
OP, g osmetie pressure at any temperature, atm,

F

OP, s osmotic pressure at 0 °G, atm,
.

t a temperature, *G

The osmotie pressures of sea waters of different
15,
chlorinities and temperatures are shown in Figure 5, page

Electrical Gonduotivitg, The electrical conductivity
for sea water at different chlerinities fer tenperatures of
O, 10, and 20 °0 is shown in Figure 6, page 16,
Befractive Index,

Figure 7, page 17, shows the

refractive indices ef sea water at varying chlorinities
for temperatures of 0, 10, and 20 °0,

Latent meat of Vaporization,

Severdrup, Johnson,

and Fleming(29)have reperted that there has been no
investigation of the latent heat ef vaporisation ef sea
vater but that it can be assumed to be equal to that of
pure water,

{
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Boiling roint.

There has been no known data published

Hampel(l2)
made
on the boiling points of sea water until
Ia
study of this property in relation to concentration of
the sea water.

These data are shown in Table III, page 19.

Specific Heat. The specific heat of sea water at
constant pressure (GP). as shown in Table IV, page gg, is
less than that of pure water and decreases as the salinity
increases. If the salinity remains constant, the specific
heat will decrease with increasing temperature.
Density.

The density of sea water is commonly

designated according to two systems.

The first method

is by the more common method of measuring density whereby
density equals mass per unit volume.

The second.method,

which is used in maritime literature, is known as the
thirty·seconds method; the number of parts of total
solide per thirty•two parts of sea water.

While the

maritime method of measuring density does not result in
true density because no volume is mentioned, it does offer
a basis for comparison assuming that normal sea water
contains one-thirty seconds parts by weight of solide.
Hampe1(]l) has compiled data on the density of various

sea water concentrations over a wide temperature range.
These data are shown in Table V, page gp. By use of
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these data, the concentration of a sea water sample may be

easily determined by taking a density‘measurement•
Carbon Dioxide Content. In Table I, page 6 , the
carbon dioxide content was not given•

This omission was

not an error but was done purposely because of the
continuously varying carbon dioxide content of sea water•

These variations occur because carbon dioxide is supplied
by solution of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, by

decomposition and oxidation of organic matter in the
water, by leaching from the land, and by solution of
‘

carbonate rocks•

Carbon dioxide is also removed from

water by plante, by ascape into air, and by precipitation

as calcium carbonate, either chemically or by the action of
living organisms•

_

Carbon dioxide has a major effect upon the formation
of scale on heat transfer surfaces of sea water evaporators•
The carbon dioxide largely determines the alkalinlty and

pH of the solution and also the amount of calcium carbonate
possible of solution in sea water•

Carbon dioxide,

when present, allows the formation of the more soluble
bicarbonate (more soluble than the carbonate•)

As sea

water is evaporated, carbon dioxide is evolved and the
bicarbonate in solution ls precipitated as calcium carbonate•
Calcium carbonate is one of the major constituents in scale
composition•

«
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QH of Sea Water.

The pH of sea water is determined

primarlly by the carbon dioxide content, but is also
affected by salinity and temperature.

The pH of sea

water varies inversely with the concentration of carbon
dioxide between 7,5 and 8,6 with the average mideocean

Temperature also has a marked effect
on the pH of sea water, as shown in Table VI, page gp,
This effect is a result of the amount of carbon dicxide

value being 8.2.

which remains in solution as the temperature changes,
Scale Formation Theories
The following thecries have been offered as an
explanation of the formation of scale in sea water

evaporators:
Precipltation Theory of Scale Format1on,(35)

The

solutions in boiler and evaporators become eupersaturated

in respect to various compounds because of the evaporation
of water. While in the supersaturated state, orystals of
the compounds are suspended in the water,

Some of these

suspended particles then become attached to the metal

surfaces of the equipment and act as seeds for further
crystal growth. The scale thus deposited increases until
it has covered all heat transfer surfaces,
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Bubble Theory of Scale Fbrmation,{35)

when rapid

circulation of water past heating surfaoes is not present
in boilers and evaporators, boiling occurs by the formation
of large bubbles on the heating surfaoes, These bubbles
are caused by the overheating of the stagnant film located
at the liquid·metal interface,

This over~heating results

in evaporation in the form of bubbling and the liquid in
contact with the metal is supersaturated„ The point where
liquid, gas, and metal interfaces meet is hottest and
crystals are deposited from the saturated solution, form·
ing rings,

as more and more rings are formed, the scale

deposit on the heat transfer surfaces increases,

Hall*s Theory of Scale Fbrmation,(35)
_

according to

Hall, scale formation on heat transfer surfaces occure
directly on the heating surface and does not result from
solid particles suspended in the solution, The components
solubility decreases
of scale are those substances whose
nas
the temperature of the
as the temperature increases,
stagnant film inoreases, the oompounds with inverse
solubility curves precipitate directly on the metal to
form scale,

-
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Separation Proceeges
A complete suary of all the known processes that
have been suggested or employed for the conversion of
sea water to fresh water is presented in the following
paragraphs under the headings Pgsical Processes, Chemical
Processes, and Electrical Prccesses•

Physical Processes.

The physical processes for the

oonverslon of sea water tc fresh water are vaporlzation,
crystalllzation, subltmation, adsorption, dlffuslon
effects, and ultrasonlca•(1S)· These physical processes
W
paragraphs•
following
the
are discussed in

Vagor1sat1on„

The process of vaporisat1on(]5)

consists of evaporating a part er all of the water
from sea water followed by condensation cf the
m1neral·free vapor•

The chief difference between

vaporization es a separation process and chemical
and electrical processes is the fact that water is
removed from the salts rather than the salts from
the water• At the present time almost all of the
fresh water produced from sea water is by vaporization•
Vapor•compress1on Distillat1on„(15) In
the vapor—oompress1on method of vaporisation

the salt water is evaporated at atmospheric

‘

.g7.

u
pressure and the vapor compressed to reise the
pressure of the steam about thee pounds per
square 1nch•

The compressed steam is recycled

to the heating side of the evaporator tubes to

9

heat more of the brine frem which the original
vapor was formed„

Since the brlne in the evapor·

ator belle at 213 °F, s temperature differential
of about 9 °F exists between the compressed steam
and the boiling brine, which permits heat transfer
T

back to the brine.

Therefore, the latent heat of

the compressed steam is used to malntain evapora•
tion.of the brine and condensation of the
compressed steam occurs directly in the steam

cheat forming the distillate product.
Mult1Ele—effeot Evaporat1on.<16’ In the first
stage of the multlple·effect evaporator, sea water
w

is evaporated at a glven pressure•

The vapor is

led to a second stage where more water is
evaporated at a lower temperature under a small
Vacuum by use of the heat in the steam from the

flrst effect, which is condensed.

Further

evaporation of water is done in successive stages
each at a lower pressure and temperature.

°

-Qß·

Flash Evaporation,(l6)

In flash evaporation,

water at a given pressure and temperature 1s re~
leased into a chamber of slightly lower pressure
where the liquid flashes inte Vapor.

Most of the

salts present in sea water separate upon flashing
and scaling is largely eliminated.
(16 )
Flash MultipIL-effect Evap oration,

A

·

flash multiple~effect Vacuum distilling plant is
based on the progressive heating of sea water
feed'to a temperature of approximately 180 °F and
the subsequent flashing of the sea water into
various succeseive stages operating under Vacuum,
The flash Vapor from each stage is oondensed by
the incoming raw sea water and the condensate
constitutes the fresh water,

The incoming sea

water feed is internally heated in successive
stages by the condensate cooler, stage oondensers,

and air ejectors„
Critical rressure Devices.(16) above the
critical temperature and pressure of water there
is no distinction between the gaseous and liquid
state,

It has been suggested that a separation

of salt from water at this critical point would
possibly require little energy.

‘

.g9„

Superheated Steam„(l7)

One single effect

evaporation device in which steam is superheated
to 1200 °F with pressure held to less than two
atmospheres by forced circulation of the steam
has been reported as requiring no shutdowns fo
removal of accumulated solids•

The use of auch

superheated steam in stage evaporation for salt
water separation has been suggested, although
practicability of the principle for this purpose
has yet to be demonstrated,

Underwater Cobustion•(l7)

Although not a

separation process, underwater ccmbustion of
natural and other gaseous fuels has been suggested

as a means of eliminating scale formation and
heat losses at transfer surfaces•
Temperature Differenoes„(l7)

where a

source of warm water and another of colder water

are available it is possible to evaporate the
warmer water under reduced pressure and to use
the cclder water for oondensing the vapor;

the

energy required is that to maintain the reduoed

pressure•

Thermal difference plante can be used

wherever such differences exist but are most
often considered for use in the ocean where warm

e

~ß¤—

l

.

water and colder water from greater depths
oceur nearby, It has been suggested that the

heat of cooling water discharged from steam
power and other industrial plante could be
utilized by this prinolple, salvaging heat
energy now wasted•
Grgstallization,( rn

·

Fbrmation of a solid

crystalline phase from a liquid solution is well
known es an industrial separation process, applied
to salt water the procedure would oonsist of crystal-

lizing either salts or pure water from the solution•
has been found that salt water is occluded within
“It
the mass of ice crystale produced from saline water,
methods of excluding such salt water have been studied,
Sublimatiog,(l8) The Vapor pressure of auch a

material as salt in a water solution is so small aa
to be difficult to measure at room temperature, Hbw·
ever, at very high temperatures it is possible that
the vapor pressure might become appreciable,
Adsorption,(1B) The presence of fields of force

on the surface of a solid, when the solid is in
contact with a liquid or gas, results in the retention
of a portion of the liquid or gas upon the solid,

‘

.3;,

1

Application ot this phenomenon to the demineralization
of saline water could lnvolve the adscrption of either
water or saline constituents, thus effecting a separa~

The adsorption of water on materials such as
silica gel has been suggested•— However, the volumes
of these materials required to produce a large

tionr

quantity of water hae dlecouraged the use of this
me thod•
Diffusion Effectg„(l9) The rate of passage of s
gas through a porous membrane is a function of its

molecular weight.

1

In liquid solutions perhaps the

1

most applicable method ls that of thermal diffus1on•

J

A vertical column of solution containing a heat
source along the axis undergoes a concentration of
the most dense constituents at the bottom.

.lixtures

of several substances will show some solectiveness,
the least dense constituent becoming concentrated
top of the column. A-proposed method whereby the
atthe
upper hlf of a two~compartment unit is ezposed to

radiation from the sun and the lower half, soparated
by a canvas membrane, is cooled in the ocean is

reported in the literature•
U1trasonics.(]3)

p

'Vibratory motions cf frequencies

exceeding 20,000 cycles per second and extending to

.33.

millicns of cycles per second, are those motions
which are referred to as ultrasonio.

j

The effects of

ultrasonic and other high·frequenoy phenoena are in
general applied ae a means of keeping a material in
suapens1on•

However, tremendous accelerationa

are involved which.result in changes in
ofmolecnles
molecular structure and other properties.

Ultra•

sonics may be applicable directly to the separation

of ealte from water or as a means of aocelerating
separation by other processes.

Chemical Processes.

The chemical processes used for

the conversion of salt water to fresh water are ionexohange, hydration, and precipitation.
Ion·exchange„‘2O)

e

Ion~exchange as applied to

demineralization of water involves the removal of
both the cation and anion of the diseolved salt by
.

exchange for a less objectionable ion in the exchange
material.

The oonventional method of operation is

to employ two exchange resins, one for cation removal
and one for anion removal•

The oations are replaoed

by hydrogen ions producing acids with the anions

remaining in solution.

These acids are in turn

exchanged or absorbed by the anion exchange material.

The net result is the formation cf an amount of

.

·—33·-·

water equivalent to the aalts removed•

In this

demineralization process, for every equivalent amount
of salt removed a corresponding amount of regenerating

chemioal must be supplied.

Therefore, sea water with

its high salt concentration requires tremendoua
quantities of regenerants•

In addition, large amounts

of fresh water are required to flush the system after
regeneration,

For this reason, demineralization by

A

ion—exohange is better adapted economicelly to waters

of low saline oonoentration than to sea water.

Efforta

have been made to reduce to a minimum the amount of
regenerants and rinse water required•

§ydration„(2O)

Formation of insoluble hydrates

· by the addition of chemioal substances to saline water
may have some applications in demineralisation of
water•

Water may be reoovered by changing the process

variables auch as temperature or pressure•

Withdrawal

of water from saline solutions by hydration of chemioal
oompounds and its later release as pure water by de-

hydration is a possible method of converting sea water
to fresh water•

v

.3g,

l
Precipitation.V(

20)

Methods utilizing chemical

precipitation of mineral materials in saline water
are used extensively in water treatment plante for
industrial or potable use.

However, the quantities

of ohemicals required for precipitation are approxi·
mately equivalent to the quantities of salts removed,
For large scale demineralization of sea water the
quantities of treatment chemicals would be very large,
However, some special applications for removing
specific components, auch as the degasification of
bicarbonates, chemical preoipitation offers some
promise,

Electrical Processes.

The electricsl processes for

the conversion of salt water to fresh water are electro—
ion migration, streaming potential, electrostatic effects,
end electromagnetic effects.
Migration,(21)
Electro·ion

When an electric

current is transmitted through a saline solution the g
cations of the saltlmoleoules in the solution migrate
toward the cathode and the anions toward the anode.
This phencmenon is known as eleotro·ion migration,

Several quite dissimilar devices have been introduced
which provide means of causing the moving ions to

U

.35,

units with other ions within the cell and be washed
aside in a reject stream, while an ion depleted
The theoretical

stream is drawn off separately.

min1mum.amount of energy required to cause separation
of the salt from normal sea water is approximately

three kilowatt hours per thousand gallons.
Streaming Potential.(22)

When a liquid is in

contact with e solid, a stratification of charges
forms.

When the liquid is moved with respect to the

solid, the shearing action produces an electrical
potential,

Application of the streaming potential

phenomenon to the demineralization of saline water
is pictured as the forcing of the solution through
a porous membrane where the electro·kinetic potential

is created.

By appropriate construction of the

membrane a positive or a negative potential is created•
Such a mmbrane would prevent

inflow of ions of the

same sign while permitting those of the opposite sign
to pass.

Electrostatio Effects•(23)

A suggested process

for sea water conversion is by means of electrostatic
effects, although no applications to domineralization
are known to have been developed.

Ions in solution

.36-

are charged particles and as such should be influenced
p

by electrostatic fields.

Charged particles in an

electrical field are attracted toward the region of
opposite charge.

A charged material would possibly

attract particles of the opposite sign until the charge
is neutralized.

Reversing the charge on such a neutral·

ized material would result in forcing these ions from

the surface.

The existenoe of ions of a single sign

separated from the ions of opposite sign in any field,
brings into considerstion attrsctive forces between

these ions which are tremendous.
Electromagnetic Effects.(23)

Gharged partioles

in motion have magnetic fields associated with them
•that may interact with applied magnetic fields.

A

force component is impressed on an ion in a magnetio
field which is at right angles to both the field and
tc the direction of flow.
the ion from the field.

Such a force tends to move
It is noted that the problems

of the great attrsctive forces between ions in solution
tends to oppose any applied force.

Suggestions have

been made toward the utilization of differences in
magnetic suseptibility of a solute and solvent for
separation of the two.

.3%.

Energy Sources
A sumary of all the known and suggested sources of
energy that may be used for the converslon of salt water
to fresh water is presented in the following paragraphse

Gobustion of Fuels•(2ü) The combustlon of conventlonal
fuels has been thoroughly studisdg

T

therefore, no discussion

of these fuels will be included in this sumary cf energy
sources•
Utlllzation of Waste Heat•cu‘)

The total quantity

of waste heat from industrial processes has not been
accurately estimated, but is known to be very hlgh„

uns

of the most obvious of auch sources ls the unused heat
fra

steam and diesel powered electric generating plante;

The over•all efficiencies of such plante seldom rise

above 35 per cent,
.

Another possible source of waste heat

is the coolant from nuclear reactors•

At the present

time, the tempereturos of the ooolant in reaotor plante
1s low, but if reactors were developed which employ coolants
at much higher temperatures, lt would bs possible that
this heat might be used for direct evapration or for
generation of electrical energy•
Qolar Ehergy,(25) A possible technique for the use

ef solar energy le to include evaporation in the solar

‘
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energy collector itself or in a distilling unit hosted by
air or other fluid which has previously been heated in the

collector.

Since there is no energy cost, the cost of the

water produced by solar evaporation depends almost entirely
upon the capital cost and maintenance.

Thermal Energy.(26,

Various means of converting the

thermal energy of oceans, lakes, and reservoirs to usable
work have been considered for many years.

The effective·

nass of a marine thermal energy plant using temperature
differences would depend largely upon the magnitude of
that difference.

Fbr economy of installation and operation

it is eaaential that the source of cold water be near that
of the warm water.

Tidal Energz.(2%)

Development of the energy present

in tides has been investigated for many years.
ElectromotivelForce.(26)

A potential eleotrcmotive

force exists between any two bodies of water which have
different degrees of salinity.

Where rivers enter the sea

this electromotive potential is appreciable.
Atmospherio Heat.(27)

It has been suggested that the

heat contained in the atmosphere might be converted to
work for use in demineralization.

That this conversion

can be done by use of heat—pumps is known, but means of

accomplishing the oonversion are not eoonomical.

°
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.

Geothermal Energie

A source of almost unlimited

energy is the heat of the interior of the earth iteelf‘27)•
It has been suggested that since the heat of the earth is
known to increase as greater depths are reached, it might

.

be possible to construct borings or shafts into which water
or some other liquid heat transfer medium could be intro·
duced, and returned to the surface at high temperature for
use as a heat source.
Camposition of Sea Water Evaporator Scale

y

),

fro many analyses and examinations of
scale, both chemically and petrographically, found that
there are three primary constituents in sea water eraporator
Hhmpel(3

scale.

These constituents are:

calcium carbonate,

magnesium hydroxide, and calcium sulfate hemihydrat••

Calcium Carbonate.

Calcium carbonate, CaC05, is the

primary constituent in low·pressure evaporator scales, often
comprising 98 per cent of the total scale. This ccmpound,
in the form of calcite, CaC05, terms in very small orystals
shaped es pyramids. The carbonate—dominated scales are
hard but are easily dissolved by weak or dilute acids•
Magnesium gydroxide.

Magnesium hydroxide is present

in sea water evaporator scale as brucite, Mg(OH)2, and is

e

-tO-

precipitated in pyramidal crystals from 4 to 6 microns in
width and B to 12 miorons in length.

Magnesium hydroxids

is the major constituent in vapor oompression stille.

In

low pressure evapcrator scales, the magnesium hydroxide

r
’

forms a larger proportion of scale an the evaporating
temperatures are increased.
C

e

These scales are more denne

than oarbonate scales and are only slowly dissolved by
ac1ds•

Calcium Sulfate Hemigydrate•

Calcium sulfate he1·

hydrate, CaS04 • l/2 HQC, has been found in all ncales

C

tested from both experimental and commercial evaporators,

although it may be as little an one per c•nt•

Sulfate scales

. are hard, dens•, and adherent and are difficult to dissolve
even with hot, dilute hydrochloric acid•
Scale Comgosition•

Typical scale compositions found

in low pressure, double•effect evapcrators, are presented
in Table VIII, page A2.

Scale deposited upon ovaporation

of various volumes cf sea water at different densities are
shown in Table VII, page Ide
The Chemistry of Sea Water Scaling
A study of the chemistry of sea water in necessary for
an understanding of the chemical reactions and the results
which take place when sea water is evaporated•
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Solubility Product.

The solubility prodnct(l*) for
most salts will be constant only if conditions of temperature,

pressure, and ionic strength re considered in their definition.

AD unusual feature of the solubility products
of the major constituents of see water scale is tht their
solubilities decreaee with an increase of temperature.

The

solubilities of caloium carbonate and calcium eulfate and
its hydrates are influenced by pressure of the surrounding
medium and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide and water.

The solubility of oalcium carbonate and calcium sulfate is
increased in sea water as copared to pure water and its (

solubility is further increased as the concentration of
the sslt is increased. Magnesium hydroxide is only half
as soluble at 100 °G as it ie st room temperature and is

only slightly more soluble in salt solutions.

However, the

problem of sea water scaling cannot be solved simply by
determining solubility products of the scale constituents.
The following four reasons are offered es an explanation

er this(l* M

~

(1) when the equilibrium solubillty product has
been reaohed, it does not necessarily produce scale
or even a precipitate.

I

(2) The scale components are formed by chamical
orby
processes which are 1nter•related by a common ion
a ohemioal reaction with another scale component,

(5) The equilibrium in an evaporator is not a

include , l ,1
true cham1cal·equi11br1um, but a physical, dynamic

•qu1librium•

(4) To properly use the solubility product

relation, the reaction meohanism must be understocd
so that all of the participants of the reaction may be,

Calcium Sulfate, Calcium sulfate scale(5 ) formed
above 42 °C is always in the form of the hemihydrate,

(

Below this temperature, gypsum is preoipitated and above

a temperature of 130 °C the anhydrite is the only stable
form,

The dehydration of gypsum can be shown by

5 ),
theequat1on(

OaS04 ‘ ZHQO —-A;-GaS¤4·+-2HQO

but this equation does not show the mechanism of the
reactiort,

The dissociation must take place through the

formation of the hemihydrat•,

Although the anhydrite is

less soluble than gypsum above 42 °C, no anhydrite will

form except through the hemihydrate;
reaction is very aloe,

the rate of thin

Although the hemihydrate is less

eoluble than the anhydrite, the hmmihydrate is produced in
the evaporation of sea water because the thme required to
As

produce it is insufficient to produce the anhydrite,

the temperature rlsee, the rate of reaction inoreaees, and

the solubilities of all forms of oalcium sulfate decreaee,
Henoe, the deposition of calcium eulfate is minimized at
r

It should be noted that

low temperatures and precsures,

although the peroentage composition of calcium sulfate in
the total amount of scale may be as little as one per cent,
it is not safe to Judge its importance by its proportion
in the scale,

Orystals of caloium sulfate deposited on

heat•transfer surfaces frequently encloae particles of
magnesium hydroxide, calcite, er silica, The effect of
calcium sulfate as a "cementing agent" is an important
factor controlling the amount of scale deposited,
Calcium Carbonate and Haggesium §qdroxide• The formation of calcium and.magnesium scales ie a competitive
reactlon because the factors favoring the formation of one

scale tend to minimise the formation of the other,
)
ing to the react1on,(6

21 ‘° + oo;

0H*% C62

H20

Aoccrde

U

l

it is obvioue that any factor which displaoes the equ1·

librlum upward or toward the right will tend to produce
the carbcnate ion and calcite scale and that any factor

···a6—

which displaces the equilibrium downward or to the left
will produce magnesium hydroxide.

,

Any condition which

favors the formation of one will minimize the formation
of the other, end for this reason evaporators which
operate at atmcspheric pressure tend to produoe magnesium
hydroxide at high temperature: and calcits scale at low
temperaturean

7 )
To understand the total reaction(
of sea water cooling, which does not take place separately
but is interwelated, the following reaction is presented:
Total Reaction.

1/2 H20

%s+aoo§ •=-'—'=H20 + <io5°
Mg(0H)2 ~+-M+g*"°

OaCO3

Adherence
l

In order to obtain an accurate evaluation of each
conetituent of sea water evaporator scale, the concept
9 ) has been proposed. Adherence is based
of adherence(
upon the deposition of scale in which the propcrtion cf
each major scale constituent can be expressed as a function
of brine velocity and two constants. Over a range of brine
flow rates and purge concentrations similar to those used

····l»7···

'

in commercial evaporation of sea water, the rate of
deposition of each scaling oonstituent may be regarded
solidform
the product of its rate of precipitation in the
as
and its adherency. Of the scale solids in sea water
evaporation scales, calo1um.hemihydrate has the greatest
adherency. This greater adherency is due to the semicolloidal nature of the compound, to its tendency to grow
into larger crystals upon other solid particles, and to
the fact that cf the scale constituents, only this
compound is directly related to the evaporative process.
Magnesium hydroxide is less adherent than calcium hemi-

hydrate but more than calcium carbonate, and if the brine
velccity is sufficiently great, these constituents could
be completely prevented from depositing in the absence of
calcium hemihydrate.
Scale Control and Prevention in Sea Water Evagorators
The factors involved in preventing or controlling the
formation of scale on heat transfer surfaces of sea water
ovaporators are described in the following paragraphs.
Decarbonation is another method of preventing or controlling

scale formation but this subject is presented separately in
another section of this review.

·-l•»8•

Design and operation of Evaporator.

.

Hsmpel(l3) says,

"judging from the desoriptions given in the old handbooks
about marine engineering, at approximately 10 year intervals
since 1880, a new evaporator design has been forwarded
which its sponsor olaims 'will positively eliminate scaling
difficulties•'

While many of the designs have decreased

the ecaling rate somewhat, none have been eminently success-

m1.**
Conoentration of Brine.

1

The major components of sea

water are not precipitated until 20 per cent of the original
When 20
volume of sea water has been evaporated(]3).
per cent of the sea water has been evaporated, calcium

sultate begins to deposit.

although the solubility limit

at the ooncentration of the main body of the solution is
not exoeeded, the reason for this salt deposition is that

the ooncentration of the solution next to the heat transfer
surfaoes is much higher than the remaining solution in the
evaporator.

The stagnant film on the heating surface be-

comes more ooncentrated because of the higher temperature,
and soon begins to deposit the less soluble salts in
solution in the sea water.
Temgerature of nvagoration.

Ehmpel(l3) has reported

that calcium sulfate and magnesium hydroxide are not

.
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constituents of evaporator scale at operating temperatures
below 180 9Fk Calcium carbonate precipitates in the
operating temperature range of 170 to 200 °F„ In the

range of 200 to 225 °F; magnesium.hydroxide is preoipitated,
and at higher temperaturee the main constituent is calcium
su1fate•

Circulation Rate of Liguid• At every liquidesolid
interface there exists a relatively etagnant liquid fihm
which accounts for a major pertion of the resistance

offered to heat transfer•

The etagnant film will become

thinner and present lese chance for scale formation if

either the diameter of the evaporatcr tube, density of
sea water, or velocity of sea water were increased• In~
dustry has shown that the most effective means of inersas—
ing turbulence is by increasing the velocity of the liquid
through the tube•

Ghemical Treatment of Sea Iater• There are many
different methode of chamical treatment of sea water(l3)
fer the purpose of controlling er eliminating scale.

Of

these various methods, there are two general classifications
of treatment• These classificatione are external treatment and internal treatment•
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External Treatment.

~

External treatment is

defined as chemically treatlng the water before it
enters the evaporator.
ment are:

Example: of external treat-

lime·soda ash process, zeolite softening

process, phosphate conditioning, and acid sulfate
treatment.
Internal Treatment.

Internal treatment involves

the feeding of chemicals into the evaporator with
the water so that the reactlon takes place within
the evaporator.

The object of internal treatment

is to cause the precipitate to form a hard sludge

instead of a hard scale.
treatment are:

Examples of internal

internal organic treatment, heller

compounds, and internal inorganlc treatment.
Descaling
The purpose of descaling is the removal of scale

from heat transfer surface: after the scale has been
fcrmed.

Some methods successfully used for desoaling

are described in the following paragraphs.

Mechanical Descalgß.

There are many methods of

mechanical descallng but they are perculiar to each
evaporator.

Special tools are usually required, but

E

mallets and chisels can be used in emergencies,

These

methods are described in the manufacturers' bulletins•
Chemica1—Cleanigg,

The use of chemical cleaning for

descaling is limited because of attack of the agent upon
the metal parts and the evolution of hydrogen which forms
explosive mixtures with air, Hydrochloric acid is very
corrosive and must be used only by experienced personnel.
Ch1ll~shockigg,

Hampel‘13) relates that ch1ll~

shocking is performed by the flow of cold water over the
heat transfer surfaces to be descaled after they have been
hosted with steam.

The scale cracks off because of the

differential thermal expansion of the scale and the metal
surface,

Decarbonation of Sea Water
The carbon dioxide content of sea water is a major
factor in scale deposition on heat transfer surfaces.

’

The following paragraphs describe the chemistry involved
and the effects of air rate, temperature, and pressure in
relation to the decarbonation of sea water,

Recctions Gccurrigg on Hosting Sea water.

Carbon

dioxide is present in sea water in combined forms of
carbonates and bicarbonates and as dissolved gas,

Upon

l

„5g.

hesting, the dissolved gas is driven off and, theoretically,
one·half of the combined carbon dioxide is evolved,

The

one•half of the combined carbon dioxide escapes because

the bicarbonates, when heated, decompose according to the

following reaction(lh):
002 + (005):+ H20

l

This reaction occurs because of the volatility of the
carbon dioxide evolredg
‘

heating drives the reaction to the

right while pressure drives the reaction to the left,
Hhmpe1(1^) states that a second reaction occurs when

air is blown through hosted sea water after half of the
carbon dioxide has been liberated by hosting,

This

reaction is:
Mgüüg, + H20 ——-·•-Mg(0H)2 + CO2
With the carbon dicxide eliminated from the solution, the
As the
pH,
the
carbon dioxide content is s determining factor of

formation of calcium carbonate ls impossible,

pH of the solution would be expected to change,

It has

been found that the loss of carbon dioxide causes the
solution to become more alkaline and that, after a pH of
8,0 has been attained, magnesium hydroxide begins to
precipitate,

The magnesium hydroxido preoipitate can be

·-5$••
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removed by flltration and the alkalinlty of the solution

·

neutralized by the addition of an acid or an acid oompound•
Pressure,

Hampel(lh) reports that pressure has an

insignificant effect upon the evolution of carbon diox1de•
TemQerature•

Temperature is an important factor

affecting the rate and quantity of carbon dioxide removed•
The effect of temperature on carbon dioxide removal is
shown in Table IX, page 53,
air Rate•

Theoretically, the effect of aeration upon

carbon dioxlde removal from sea water is that the rate of

deoarbonation is increaeed as the air rate is increasedg
this increase in the rate of decarbonation should occur
because the partial pressure of carbon dioxide is lowered
as increasing quantities of air are passed through the
)
solution, However, Hampelah states that a series of
three experiments showed only slight difference in decarbons•
tion rates•

A

III.

Im EIJTAL

Tha exnerimental portion of "Sea mater Evaporator

Scale Gontrol; Deoarbonation-Filtration-Acidifioation
Treatment" is presented in the following paragraphs under
the heaoings: vurpose of Investigation, Plan of Investigation,
materials, Apparatus, Method of Procedure, Data and Results,
and Sample Calou1at1ons•
Purtose gf Investigation
The purpose of the investigation "Sea water Evaporator

scale Control; Deoarbonatlon•F1ltration»Acidifioat1on
Treatment" is the determination and evaluation of the
effects of decarbonation•1iltrat1on·acid1ficatien treatment
of sea water in rednoing saale formation in an experimental
ses mater evaporator•
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Plan of Investigation
The following paragraphs contain an outline of the
plan of investigation to be used to determine the effects
of decarbonation•fi1tration·ac1d1ficat1on treatment of
sea eater in reduoing scale formation in an experimental
sea water evaporatcrp
1• Review of Literature

a

a•

History

b•

Properties of Sea Water

c.

Scale Formation Theories

d,

Separation Processes

e•

Energy Souroes

f•

Oomposltion of Sea Water Evaporator Scale

g.

The Chemistry of Sea Water Scaling

h.
i•

Adherence

·

4

U

Scale Control and Prevention in Sea Water
l
Evaporators

J•

ßeeoaling

k•

Deearbonation of Sea Eater

.

4
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2.

Assembly and Testing of Experimental Sea Water
Evaporator

5•

Operation of Experimental Sea Eater Evaporator
Without Treatment
a• Operating Conditions
(1) Sea water feed rate to evaporator g 500

and 1700 ml/min
(2) Maximum Dowtherm A temperature in

evaporator chamber n 575 and 400 °F
(5) Length of test g time required to collect
7.5 litere of distillate

4.

b.

Determine Weight of Scale

c.

Determine Ccmpoeitien ef Scale

Operation of Experimental Sea Water Evaporator

Using Decarbonat1on·F11trat1on as a Method of
Treatment
a•

Operating Conditions
(1) Sea water feed rate to evaporator g 500

and.l700 ml/min
(2) Maximum Dowtherm A temperature in
evapcrator chamber a 575 and 400 °F
(5) Length cf test g time required to collect
7.5 litere of dietillate

(4) Temperature of decarbcnation a 180 °F
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b• Determine Weight of Saale
c. Determine Weight of Preoipitate

a

d. Analytical Teste
(1) Carbon dioxide content of untreated sea
water
(2) Carbon dioxide content of treated sea
water
(5) Compoeition of scale
(4) Gomposition of precipitate
5.

Operation of Experimental Sea Water Evaporator
Using Deearbonat1on—Filtration—Acidification
as a Method of Treatment
a. Operating Gonditione e
(1) Sea water feed rate to evaporator g

500 and 1700 ml/min
(2) Maximum Dowtherm A temperature in
evaporator chamber a 575 and 400 °F
(5) Length of test ; time required to collect
7.5 liter: of dietillate
(4) Temperature of deaarbonation ; 180 °P
(5) pH of treated sea water es 'I•00

b. Determine Weight of Scale
c. Determine Weight of Precipitate

.
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ch Analytioal Tests
(1) Carbon dioxide content of untreatad aaa
water
(2) Carbon dioxide content of treatod sea
water

($.5) Ccmpoeition ct scale
(4) Composition of preoipitate

.60-

‘Materials
The following materials were used in carrying out the
experimentation pertaining to sea water evaporator scale
control.

F

F

Acetone.

N. F., catalog No A·l7.

gig.

Obtained from Fisher

Used as cleansing agent

Scientific Co., Silver Spring, Md.
fer glassware.

„

F

g

p

{

F

Compressed to 50 pounds per square inch, gage.

Obtained from air compressor in unit Operations Laboratory,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia.
L
for aerating sea water.
g

Ammonium Chloride.
No 1286, lot No El58A.

Used

Granular, technical grade, code
Manufactured by General Chemical

Division, Allied Chemical and Dye Corp., New York, N. Y.
„

Used as reagent for gravimetric analysis.
g Ammonium gydroxide. Meets A. C. S. specificatiens,
specific gravity 0.90, Manufaotured by General Chemical
Division, Allied Chemical and Dye Corp., New York, N. Y}
Used as reagent for gravimetric analysis.
Ammonium Sodium gydrogen Phosphate.

Microcosmic

salt, C. P., catalog No S·2l8, lot No 505922.

Obtained

frcm Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring, Md.

Used as

reagent for gravimetric analysis.

,

Barium Chloride,. Crystal, C, P,, code No 1546, lot

No F087,

Obtained from General Chemical Division, Allied

Chemical and Bye Corp,,.hew York, U, Y;

Used as reagent

for gravimetrio analysis,.

Boron Oxide,. Powder, C, P,, code Ho A·76, lot Ho
510900, Obtained from Fächer Scientific Co,, Silver Spring,.
Hd,

Used for preparation.of sea water,

Buffer Solution,. Conce¤trated,_pE'7,00I 0,02 at
25 °C,. Hanufaotured by Beckman Instrument Inc,, South
Pasadena, California,. Used as standard solution for pH

meter,
Calcium Sulfate,. Powder, technical grade, code Ho
1558, lot Ho 25,. Hanufactured by General Chemical Division,„
Allied Chemical and Bye Corp,, Heu York, I, Y, Used for
preparatlon of sea water•

Carbon Tetrachloride,

C, P., code No 1556, lot Io

GO54J, boiling range 75•77 °C,

Hanufactured by General

chemicsl Division, Allied Chemical and Dye Ccrp,, Heu York,.
R,ÜY, Used for cleansing evaporator tubes,.
Dewtherm A,

Eutectic mixture of diphenyl and diphenyl

oxide, colorless, non—corros1ve liquid, bclling point
frem Dow Chemical Co•,,¤idland Mich, Used as
258Cbtained
heat transfer medium in sea vater evaporator,

—

Aäb

Qgdrochloric Acid.

C. P., catalog No A·l44, specific

gravity at 60 °C ia 1.1878, minhmwm HC1 37.0 per cent.
Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring, Md.
Used for removing scale from evaporator tube.

Magnesium Broide.

Crystal, C. P., lot No 22442.

Obtained from Fisher Scientific.Co., Silver Spring, Md.
Used for preparation of sea water.

Magnesium Chloride.

Crystals, C. P., meets A. C. 8.

specifications, catalog No M·5S, lot No 523078.
from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring, Md.

Obtained
Used for

x

preparation of sea water.
Magnesium Sulfate.

Anhydrous, catalog No R·65.

Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring, Hd.
Used for preparation of sea water.
Indicator, pH 4.35.

Methgl Purgle.

Obtained from

Fleisher Chemical Co., Benjamin Franklin Station, Washington,
Da C.

Used as indioator for titration of sea water samples

for carbon dioxide content.

Hitric Acid.

C. P., code No 1120, lot No E40686.

Meets A. C. S. spsoifioations.

_

Specific gravity 1.420.

Manufactured by General Chemical Division, Allied Chemical
and Bye Corp., New York, N. Y.“ Used as reagent for

gravimetric analysis.

—
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Phenolshthalein.

Pewder, code No 2052, let No D15386,

meets A. C. S. specificaticns.

Hanufactured by General

Chemical Division, Allied Chemical and Bye Corp., Heu York,

H. Y.

Used es carbon dicxide titration indicator,
Crystal, 0. U., catalog No P—304,'

Potassium Sulfate.
lot Re 511901.
Spring, Hd.

Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver

Used fer preparation ef sea vater.

Sodium Bicarbcnste.
41511.
Md.

Cbtained frc

C. F., catalog Ho S·255, lot He

Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring,

Used for preparation of sea vater.

· Scdium Carbcnate.
14280,

Henohydrated, U. S. P., Ite Re

Paoked by R. J. Webber and Cc., Chicago, Ill.

Used

fer making standard scdium carbonate solution.
Scdium Chloride.

A

gravity 2.163.
Scrantcn, Pa.

E

Crystal, technical grade, specific

Hanufectured by International Salt Co.,
Used for preparaticn of sea water,

Sulfnric Acid.

C. P., meets A. C. S. specificaticns,

code Ho 1180, lot Re E50lCSO, specific gravity 1.840.
Ranufactured by General Chemical Bivision, Allied Chemical
„

Q

and Bye Corp., New York, H.'Y.
cf treated sea water to 7.00.

Eggs;}

Used fer reducing the_pH
U

Once distilled. Obtained from Chemistry

Stock Room, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.
‘
Used fer preparation cf sea water.

·
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The following apparatua was need for the 1nvest1•
gation cf eoale control in an experimental nee water
evaporator•

Type HT, No 78448, range 0 to
400 °F, £ive‘degree4graduat1one„ Eanufactured by
Illinois Teeting Laboratories, Inc•, Chicago, I11•
Alnor ?gggmeter•

Used to indlcete temperatures in evapcrater eyetem•

nmeter•

Alternating currcnt,—m¤del 476, range
Made by

0 tc 80 amperec, one ampere greduat1cna•

eestcn electric Instrument Uorp•, Heeark, ä„J•

Used

for meeeuring current tc preheeter•
emmeter•

alterneting current, range 0 to $0

amperee, one ampere gradnatlons, model Aßüöe, type

a—0.22•

eanufactured by General Electric Co•,

echenectady, d•Y„

Used fer measuring current tc

verzable heatlng cell cn evaperat¤r•
nmeter•

Alternating current, range 0 to 50

amperes, one ampere graduetions, mcdel 8b•
bv dimpscn Electric Cc., Chicago, Il1•

Eanufactured

Used for

meaenring current to·f1xed heeting coll cn evaporetor•

”
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Analytical Balance, Ohaiuecematic type, 200 grms
capacity, 0,001 grau gradustiens• Obtsiued free Fisher
Scientific 0c,, Pittsburgh, ?a, Used fer weighing samples
tree gravimstric analysen,

Beckers,

Pyrex, 50, 150, und 250 milliliter capacities}

three required cf sach capacity, Manutactured by Gcrning
Glass werks, Corning, H, Y, Used fer cellecting riltrate

4

from gravimetric analysen,

Bettleg,
required,

Glass, 1000 milliliter capacity; sight

uanufaetured by Gerning Glass Works, Corning,

‘

Used as ccntainsrs fer standard liquid solutions

H, Y,

required fur grsvimetric analysen,
Brise Reservoir, Bronze, one galten capacity,
equipped with sight glass, Obtained frem Armour Research

Institute, Ghicagc, Ill,
.

crime,

Bucket,

Used as reservclr fer concentrated
4.

Hsnd~d1pped in melten zins, No 122, 5,5

gallcn capacity,

Made by Rational Enameling and Stamping

0e,, rilwaukee, eis, Used es purge receiver,
0,1 milliliter
ägggg, Pyrex, 50 milliliter capacity,
Scientific
graduations; tue required, Obtained free Fisher
00,, dittshurgh, ra, Used to messure volume cf selutien
water,
required tc determine carbon dioxide content ef sea

~
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Qggggy,

Glass, capacity f1ve.ga1lons; three required,

Ubteined from Fisher Scientific Co,, Pittsburgh, Pa,
Used for storing sulfuric acid and sodium carbonate
standard solutions,
Compressor,

r

e

1

Ingersolleäand, type 50, model Ue

V5402, serial No S0-?-18646,

Rand Go., Nee York, N, Y,

Hanufactured by Ingersoll-

Used for compressing air to 40

pounds per square inch, gage,
Condenser,

Gast iron, 1-1/E gallon capacity, water

ccoled, one bronze tube,

Obtained from armour Research

Institute, Uhieage, Ill,

Used to eondense Vapor from

evaporator,Decerbonation

Tank,
capacity,

Stainless steel, 9,5 gsllon

Obtained from war Surplus,

Used es holding tank

during decsrbonation of see water,

Flowrator,
No BSa•25·a,

Fa,

Bronze float, serial Ho 111-2110, tube

Manufactured by Fischer and Porter Go., Hatboro,

Used for messuring the rate cf flow of sea water to

evaporator,

Flowrator,

Precision bare, tube No 02-15-a, range 10

tc 150 oc/min, Soc/min graduations, for liquid with specific
gravlty of 1,02, esnufaotured by Fischer and Porter 0o,,
Hatboro, Pa,

Used for measuring the rate of flow of sea,

water to preheater,

,°q„

.

Fulfle filter, medel He n$523/B4V- made
‘b3 Gemmereiel Filtern Gere., Besten, Hexe, Ueee te filter
Filter-

reen enter flewinp tree neeerbeeetien tank te preheet
hy
511ter Tube. Heneyeamb, 1650TV- munufnetured
ee filter
Gemnerniel 5i1tern Gere., ßeeten, mann- Been
medium in Fulfle filter-

Greduetem Qglinder10.m11111itev grnüuntiene.

·

äyrex, 1000·m111111ter enpeeity,
Gbteinee freu Fisher änientifie

06-, nitteburgh, 5e. üeen se nietillete receiver.
Eeater- neteme heeter, altermntine eurrent, 115
$0-, äitteburge, Faveltn. übtnined frcm Fäeher eeientifie
analysenveen fer heeting eelutiene rer grevinetrie
current,
äggggy L1mhtn1¤* perteble, nltereeting

revelutienn per minute,
munter meter, eeutiuuoue duty, 1705
ey mining
type‘5n, 110 velts, 60 eyelee- memnfeeturee
prepering een enterequipment 0e., Reeheeter, H, Y. Used ter

§gggg•

4,0 emperen,
model Re 5K6e54eü14001, 110 velte,

revelutieee per minute,
60 eyelee, elterneting current, 1725
General mleetrxc 06-,
thermnl protection, Mnnufneturee hy
ßeheneeteäy, H• Y-

teen to drive nee enter pump-

Kn,
medel Re $516452007, frame 655, type
eyeles, 1 phee, 1/4
110/220 velte, e.?/2.1 amperee, 60
menufeetnred by
hereepeeer, 1725 revelutiene per minute.
ggggg,

megner mleetrie 06-, ät. Lenin, me.
e pump.

Been te drive newthenm

.1
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Glass electrede, model u·2, serial Ne
58147, 110 volts, Manufeetured by Beekmsn Instruments,
pH netqg,

Inu,, South Gasadena, Galifnrnia,

Used for neasuring pH

cf see water,
Goverstgt,

Dial graduations

are percentage

indioations ef'max1um.eutput voltage, Type UGIM, serial
Ho 1214, input voltage 115 volts, frequenoy 50·50 oysles,
output roltsge 0·15B volts, uanutaotured by Superior
te
sleotrle ce,, Bristol, Denn, Used te very ourent
heutlng oeils surrennding avsperater,
Ggwerstat, Dial graduatlon (0-100) are percentage

1nd1oatiene ot maximum eutput Voltage, 155 volta, input
voltage 115, frequenoy 50·6O eyoles, Manutnatured by
Gupericr Eleetrie Go,, Bristol, Gunn, Used to very current
te heating oeils surrounding evaporater,
ureheater, Bronze, 1,5 gallon espasity, eleotrieally
ResearonInstitute,
eitn ealoeel strips, Obtatnea free armour
heateu
Ghioage, I11, Gesa to prehoet sea enter,
0•60 pounds per square ineh,
areggure Gage, Range:
gage, tee peunds per square inch graduatiensg two required,

sauufaotured by 5,5, Gange 0o,, ¤es‘Yerk,
meaaure air und steam pressuree,

¤,“Y,

Gesa to

U
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{ggg,

Centrlfugal, rubber, two required,

Schaar and Go., Ghicago, Ill,

Made by

Used to pump raw sea water

tree storage tank to decarbonation tank and to pump overflow
tree decarbonation tank to storage tank,

Oentrlfugal, bronze casing and impeller, Made
by Gberforder Pump 0o,, St, Louis, Mo, Used to circulate
Qyggp

Dowtherm A,

Qggp,

Gentrifugal, bronze casing and lmpeller,

by Oberforder Pump 0o,, St, Louis, Io,

Made

Used to ciroulate

sea water through sea water evaporator system,

Salinity Indicator,

Serial Ho 5750, type 13, 115 volts,

0,0
60 oycles, alternating current, 0,1 graduations from

to 10,0 gralns of sea salt per gallon of sea water,

Hanufaotured by Control Instrument Go,, Brooklyn, H, Y,
Used to measure salinity of the condensate,

Platform, Toledo, 115 pound capacity, two •
ounce graduations, model Ho 31~0851FB, serial·No 1788,
Manufaotured by Toledo Scaleo 0o,, Toledo, Ohio, Used
Scaleo,

1
for weighing purge,
Separator, Bronze, two gallon capacity,

Obtalned

tree Armeur Research Institute, Chicago, Ill,

Used to

separate vapor from brine,

,

..

Storage Tagg•
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wooden, capacity 500 gal1ons•

Located in Unit Operations Laboratory, Virginia Polyteohe

nic Institute, Blackeburg, Virginia,

Used for storage,

ot rau sea water•

gtorage Tank•

_

Bronze, 6{5 gallon capacity.

from Armeur Reeearch Inatitute, Chicago, I11•

Obtained

Used as

storage tank for Doetherm

Series Ho AI, catalog No 096652, 60
a•Switohbo;•
amperes, 060 ro1te,,a1ternating ourr•nt•
by Square D 0o•, Detroit, Mic,

Used for eupplying

power to evaporator systom•
Thermocougleeg

Manufaotured

Iron•oonetantan•

6

p
Ottained from

Armour Research Institute, Chicago, Ill•

‘

Used to meaeure

temperatures in evaporator eyete•
Thermometer.

Bange 30 to 500 degrees Fahrenheit,

mercury in glass, two degree grad¤at1o¤e•

from Fieber Scientific Go•, Pittsburgh, Pa•

Obtained

Used for

measuring temperature of raw sea vater-

in

.1y.

Method of Procedure
The procedure used for the investigation of scale
control in an experimental sea water evaporator is presented
in the following paragraphs under the headings: Sea Water,
Operation of Evaporating System, and Analytical Procedure•
The composition of sea water used for this
investigation is shown in Table X, page Z2. This sea
water was made by adding the required amounts of the comSea Water.

73• to 500 gallons of onceponents shown in Table XI, page
The distilled water was obtained from
the stockroom of the Chemistry Department, Virginia Poly-

distilled water.

technio Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia, and was transported in five-gsllon carboys to a wooden storage tank• A

Lightninf mixer in the storage tank was turned on and the
components necessary for making sea water were added in the

order of their inoreasing solubilities. A minimum of 30
minutes passed before each succeeding component was added•
After all components were added to the distilled water, the
Lightnin! mixer was allowed to continue operating for eight
additional hours to insure thorough.mixing of the so1ution•
Operation of Evaporatigg System. In the following
paragraphs, all letters and.numbers referring to pieces of
equipment are diagrammatically shown in Figure 8, page·p,•

Assume all valves to be closed.

•72•

TABLE X

Gomposition gg §_g_g §gg__§g_1_g_
Component

Gompoaiticn

Haß!.
1•668

A

Mgßrg

0• 076

CaS04

1,268

c¤(Hc0g)2

0.178

KESO4

0,869

0•029
B20;}
0•O0B
$102
Q
0•
022•
RQO3
Cheany, W, 2

Magnesium Gcmpounds from
Ocean Water, Ind, Eng, Chem, , __2§,

ses (1066).

·73—

TABLE XI
Quantity and Solubility gg Sea Water Ccmgonents
Compound

Quantitya

Selubilityb

gu

gn/100 ml o water

MgCl2

30,855
4,720

MgS04

1,905

CaS04•2Hé0
HaHC03

1,858
20

HaCl

KQSO4

987

CaCl2

158

ego,

es

55.78

55.520
26.00

0.241°
6•9O
6.850
59•50

1.1°

‘Quantity of cempound required to make 500 gallons of

sea water•
bäuperscripts indicate temperature of water in degrees
centlgrade.
cf
Seott, J. B• und Associates: rhysieal Constants
”Handbook
Compounds,
Inorganie and Meta1·0rganio
Hedgmsn, aditer),
ot Chemistry and Physies” (C. D. Publishing
Cc.,
Rubber
pp. 400 · 517. Chemieal
ed.
Cleveland, Ohio, 52
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Source of Heat.

Heating of the sea water evaporator

was accomplished electrically.

Two reeistance circuits,

niohrome etrips, were wrapped around the evaporator
shell, Q.

One of these circuits wae wired directly to

a 110 volt supply to provide a fixed current of 23
amperes, as indicated by ammeter Qgggle

The other

circuit was connected to powerstat Q;Q;l to provide a
control current of one to 30 amperee, ae indicated by
ammeter Q;Q;g.

Another resietance cirouit was wrapped

around preheater gp This circuit was connected to
powerstat Q;Q;g to provide a control current of one to
50 amperee, ae indicated by ammeter QgQg§,
Temperatures.

Temperatures were read from an

Alnor pyrometer, §;Q, which wae connected to 1ron·
constantan thermocouples located in copper welle at the

positions indicated on Figure 8.

Thermocouples QQ;§,

ggzéß QQ;g, and Tgzä were located in a copper tube
parallel to and about one inch from the evaporator
tube. Thermocouple TQ;} was at the evaporator outlet,

in
EQZQ wae located at the evaporator inlet, QQ;Z_waa
the separator well, gQ;§_was in the preheater, QQ;Q

was in the salinity cell and QQ;lQ_was in the outlet
of the decarbonation tank.

_
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Blank Tests.

Three tests were performed on the

sea water evaporator without any treatment of the sea
water to provide a basis for comparing the deoarbonation·
filtration and decarbonation·filtration—ae1difioation
tests. The operation of the equipment for all three
blank tests was the same with the exception that Blank
Test I was operated with an evaporator feed rate of
1700 milliliters per minute, ae indioated by flowrator

§;§, and a maximum Dowtherm A temperature of 400 °F,
as indicated by thermooouple 2Q;g} Blank Test II was
operated with an evaporator feed rate of 500 milliliters
per minute and a maximum Dowtherm A temperature of 400

·

°F; and Blank Test III was operated with an evaporator
feed rate of 1700 millilitere per minute and a maximum

°F•
Dowtherm A temperature of 575

A Lightnin* mixer,

gg was started and allowed to operate one hour prior

to every test to inaure thorough mixing of the sea
After the mixer had been operating for one
hour, pump g_was started and valve g;}Q_opened all the
way. Valve gz}! was then opened until the water level

water.

in deoarbonation tank Q, of which a detailed drawing

is shown in Figure 9, page 77 , reaohed the top of overflow line Q,

When the water level reached the top of

Q, as indicated by the water flowing to the drain
through.E:lZ, Q;lZ_wae closed, pump Zlstarted, and

..73..
_V_·_·;_l_Q adjusted so that the flow of sea water from the
return line into the storage tank, ggg, was continuous•

Valves ggg, _V_Q_~}_._§_, _Y;_·__l_l_, gg, _Y;§_,__}_f_·;_·_'?_, and gg were
then opened all the way until the water level in sight
glass Q was at a height of 4•5 insbes. When this level

was attained, X_·_;_l_§_ and gg were olosed• Valve _\[_g·_l_§_
was then opened and adjusted so that the float in

flowrator Q indicated the desired flow rate of sea
water to Q, Pump Q was then started and valve gg
adjusted so th.at the desired rate of flow of sea water

through evaporator tube Q was atta1ned•

Valve Kg

was then adjusted ao that a oonetant water level of

4•5 inches was maintained in Q.

Valve y_;_3_§_ was opened

one··half turn to allow cooling water to flow through

condenser Q.

Valve _Y_;·_·_§_ was opened all the way and

pump Q was started to circulate Dowtherm A from storage
tank Q, through Q, and back to Q, The handle on switch

box Q was moved to the "on" position and switches g_·;_l_,
g_~g_, and gg were turned on, Switch g;-__l_ remained on
until the temperature indicated by ggg on pyrometer

gg was 500 °F and was then turned off.

Poweretate

Qgg and Q_··;Q_-;_g_ were adjusted so that the desired

temperatures in Q and Q were attained and remained
The sea water, after entering preheater Q
from deoarbonation tank Q, was pumped by Q through
constant„
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flowrator §;Q_to evaporator·§y

As the liquid passed

through evaporator tube gb a portion of the sea water
was evaporated and the mixture of brine and vapor
passed into separater Q, In Q} the brine and vapor
were separated.

The brine flowed downward into brine

reservoir Q,and then back to preheater gt

A portion

of the brine was purged through 1:g to purge receiver
The separated vapor passed through water•cooled
condenser Q from which the distillate, after passing

Q,

through salinity cell Q, was collected in a volumetrica1·
ly oalibrated receiver Qt

The salinity of the distillate

was indicated on salinity meter Q,

When the first drop

of dietillate 1n,Q,wae noted, all readings, 1.6., the
temperaturee indioated by the 10 thermecouples, feed

rates through Q_and §;§, purge rate, and height of
liquid 1n_§, were recorded as being at time 0.00 hours.
all readings were then recorded every 15 minutes until
the end of the test. The end of the test occurred when
7.5 liters of distillate had been collected.

wever,

for Blank Test III time limitatione did not allow 7.5
liters of distillate to be collected and this test was
stopped at 11.00 hours. Since 3.64 liters had been

collected after ll.00 hours of operation, subsequent
tests using the same operating conditions es Blank Test

III were stcpped after 3.64 liters of distillate had
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been obtained so that an accurate comparison of tests

could be made. At the end of the test, the handle on

”off”
bg was moved to the
position and pumpe gb gb jb
and g stopped. Valves Qggz, Q;g§, and.§;}Q were
opened to allow the system to drain.

The head gasket

was then removed from_Q and the evaporator tube removed.
A detailed drawing of evaporatcr_Q is shown on Figure
10 page 81,

Decarbonation·Filtration Tests.

Three decarbon-

ation-filtration tests were performed on the experimental sea water evaporator.

These three tests were

performed according to the procedure used for the
blank tests with the exception of a change in the
preliminary procedure.

For the three decarbonation•

filtration tests, the sea water was pumped from,g;g

to the decarbonation tank, gb
placed in filter Q,

A filter tube was then

When the water in_§Vhad reached

the overflow level, valve Q;gl was opened to admit
steam to the heating cell.

Valve Q;g£·was adjusted

until pressure gage g;; indicated a steam.pressure of
12 pounds per square inch, gage.

Valve Q;§ was opened

and adjusted so that pressure gage ggg showed an air
pressure of 40 pounds per square inch, gage.

After

one hour of decarbonation, a 50 milliliter sample of

‘
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sea water was withdrawn from the system by opening

§;g§ and analyzed for carbon dioxide content.

When

it was determined that a minimum of 55 per cent of the
carbon dioxide had been removed from the sea water in
iy, !;l§,was opened and the same procedure followed as
for the blank tests.
Decarbonation·Fdltrat1on·Acidification Tests.
Three decarbonation·filtrat1on•acidification tests
were performed on the experimental sea water evaporator.
These three tests were performed according to the
procedure used for the decarbonation-filtration tests

with the exception tat the feed to the evaporator was
maintained at a pH of 7.00.

While the evaporator

system was operating, a 50 milliliter sample of the
purge was removed every 10 minutes just before entering
§. The pH of the sample removed was determined by a
'
Beckman pH meter. If the pH of the sample was above

7.00, 0.1 normal sulfuric acid was added from.§:§'by
opening E;lg. Approximately 55 milliliters of acid
were added every five minutes to maintain a constant
pH of 7.00 of the purge being discharged.

Analytical Procedure. The method of analysie(36)
used to determine the carbon dioxide content of sea water

l
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was the differential titration with standard acid to the

phenolphthalein end point, Q|(pH°; 3.0), and the methyl
purple end point, g_(pHI• 4.55).

The difference between

the values of Q and„glw1ll give the total carbon dioxide
evolved from the carbonates and the bicarbonatea in solution.
Therefore, by determining the total carbon dioxide content
of both raw and treated sea water, the degree of decarbenw
ation accomplished in the decarbonat1on·filtration system
was calculated.
Raw Sea Water.

A 50 milliliter sample of raw

sea water was pipeted into a 250 milliliter erlenmyer
flask, and four drops of phenolphthalein indicator
were added.

lf the sample were acid, then the volume

of standard base required tc bring it to an alkaline
end point was a measure of the free carbon dioxide.
If the sample were basic, it was titrated with standard

acid to the phenolphthalein end point, producing a
value fer Q,

Next, four drops of methyl purple were

added and then standard acid was added until the light
green color just changed to purple. If this purple
color persisted after several minutes, the titration
was complete; if not, more acid was added. Th value

§_was the total volume ef acid used and the difference

.
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between §_and §_then gave the total combined carbon
dioxide evolved from the solution.
Treated Sea Water.

The treated sea water sample

was filtered through No el filter paper to remove any
insoluble material.

From the filtrate, a 50 milliliter

sample was pipeted into a 250 milliliter erlenmyer
flask, and four drops of methyl purple indioator added.

The titration to determine the values for_§ and §_was
then conducted in the same manner as for the raw sea
water sample.

Scale Analysis.

When a test was terminated, the

tared evaporator tube was withdrawn from the evaporator,

washed on the external surface with a carbon tetra~
ch1oride—acetone mixture, dried with tissue, and
weighed to determine the total weight of scale.

Soluble Salts.

The soluble salte determin·

ation was made by washing the scale in the evapo·

rator tube.

The tube was inclined on an angle of

five degrees from horizontal and internally washed,
while rotating, with 20 milliliters of aoetone and
100 to 200 milliliters of distilled water until

the exit stream was free from chlorides.

The tube

was dried in an even at a temperature of 220 °F

‘
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for 20 minutes, and then reweighed to determine
the weight of soluble salts removed from the tube,

Gravimetric Analysis,

Gravimetrie analysis

was the method used to determine the weight of

silica, iron and aluminum oxide, calcium carbone
ate, magnesium hydroxide, and calcium sulfate
hemihydrate present in the scale,

The evaporator

tube was inolined on an angle of five degrees
from herizontal and internally washed, while
rotating, with enough hot concentrated hydro~
ohloric acid to remove all of the scale within the
evaporator,

The acid was collected in a 250 milli-

liter evaporating dich and analyzed for the scale
”Watar
components according to the procedure for
28),
Analysis“ described by W, W, Scott(
Precigitate Analysis,

when a decarbonation—

filtration or decarbonation·filtrationeacidification
test was terminated, the filter tube was removed freu
the filter and dried in an even at 220 °F until a

constant weight was obtained,

The tared filter tube

containing the precipitate was weighed to determine
the total weight of precipitate, The precipitate was
then scraped from the filter tube with a spatula into

an evaporating dish,

The precipitate was then.mixed

5
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and quartered until s. one gram sample was obtaineös
This sample of precipitate was then analyzed for silica,

iron and aluminum oxide, calcium csrbonate, magnesium
hydroxide, and calcium sulfate hemihydrate according

)„
to the procedure described by Soott(28

.gW,

Data and Results
The following paragraphs describe the data and results
obtained from the investigation of scale control in an experimental sea water evaporator,

The operational data for Blank Test I,
Blank Test II, and Blank Test III are presented in Tables
Blank Tests,

XII, XIII, and XIV, respectively,

These data were obtained

from the operation of the experimental sea water evaporator

using untreated sea water and were used as the basis of

comparison for the subsequent decarbonationefiltration and
decarbonation·filtration•acidif1cation tests,
Decarbonation·Filtration Tests,

The operational data

for Decarbonation·Filtration Tests I, II, and III are
presented in Tables XV, XVI, and XVII, respectively,

These

data were obtained from the operation of the experimental
sea water evaporator using sea water that was decarbonated

and subsequently filtered,
Deoarbonation·Filtration-Acidification Tests,

The

operational data for Decarbonation·F1ltrat1on·Acidification

Tests I, II, and III are presented in Tables XVIII, XIX,
and XX, respectively,

These data were obtained from the

operation of the experimental sea water evaporator using

sea water that was decarbonated, filtered, and acidified
to a pH of 7,0 from a pH of 8,5,
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Effect of Operating Characteristica and Method of
Treatment,

The effect of the operating characteristics and

method of treatment of sea water on distillate rate, scaling
rate, scale compoeition, and precipitate compoeition is
shown in Table XXI•
Distillate Production,

The effect of decarbonat1on•

filtration and decarbonation·filtration·acidif1cation treat·
mente of sea water on distillate production for various

operating conditions is shown in Fägures 11, 12, and 15,
Scale Reduction,

Figure 14 shows the effect of de-

carbonation·filtration and decarbonation—filtrat1on·
acidification treatmenta of sea water on scale formation
in an experimental eea water evaporator•
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Ke; gg Sxgbols
Symbol

Thermocouple Location

T-1

Evaporator Outlet

T-2

Evaporator Chamber, Top

T-5
T•4

Evaporator Chamber

T·5

Evaporator Chamber, Bottom

T-6

Evaporator Inlet

T-?
T•8

Separator

T-9

Salinity Cell

T-10

Deoarbouation Tank

Evaporator Chamber

Preheater
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Scaling Rate.

The rate of scale depcsition in the

vaporator tube eas based on the weight of scale formed per

iter of dietillate collected.
Scaling Rate s {0.178 gg of scale}{l0OO m1[1){lOOO mgjggl

750O ml of distillate

Scaling Rate s 25.7 mg/1
Scale Reduction.

The per cent of scale reduction was

alculated by referring the scaling rate of each treatment

»est to the scaling rate of the blank test which was per-

brmed under the same operating conditions.

Fer example,

-he scale reduction for Decarbcnation·Filtrat1on Test I

»quals the scsling rate for Blank Test I minus the scaling
Tate for Decarbonation~Filtrat1on Test I divided by the
¤cal1ng rate for Blank Test I.

Scale Reduction g {53.5 mgzl · 25.7 mg[lQ X lüo
66.6 eg/1
Scale Reduction ; 55.7 per cent
Scale Cemgcsition.

pro•
The composition of the scale

luced in the evaporator tube cf the experimental sea water

gvaporator was determined from the data obtained from
mavimetric analysis.

The weights of silica, soluble salts,

Lnd iron and aluminum cxide present in the scale were

*108*

gravimetric

letermined by weighing the precipitates fra
nnalyses on an analytical balance.

For Decarb0nation•

Filtration Test I, these weights were:
Weight

Scale Gomponent

Sm

3102

0.0056

Soluble Salts

0.0016

B203

0.0044

Calcium Sulfate Hemlhgdrate.

According to Hkmp•1‘2 )

all sulfetee present in the scale may be calculated an

cale1um.sulfate hemihydrate.

Therefere, the weight

of barium sulfate determined by weighing the precipi·
tate frem the sulfate analysis was cenverted by chemical

factcrs to the equivalent weight of sulfate and then
to the equivalent weight of caleium sulfate hemihydrate,

S04 g BaS04 x Mel Wt of S04
Mol Wt of BaS04
S04 g §0.0117)§96.06}
S04 g 0.0048 gu
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Ga804•1/2 HQO g S04 x Mol Wt of 0a804•l/2 H20
Hel ht of S04
CaS04•1/2 HQO g Q0,0048%é145,l4)
0aS04•1/2 Hé0 g 0,005 gm

Calcium Garbonate•

Since the calcium in the ecale

was combined net only aa calcium eulfate hemihydrate
but also as ealcium carbonate, it was necessary te

eubtraet from the total weight of calcium oxide, determined by gravimetrio analysis, the equivalent
amount of calcium which was ueed in the tormatien of
calcium eulfate hemihydrate,

The difference in weight

er the calcium exide was then need to celculate the
ameunt ef calcium carbenate in the scale,

Ga e CaS04•l/2 H20 x Mel et ef Ca
4 , 4
Ga g 0,0020 gm
The equivalent weight of calcium oxide available

from the calcium eembined in the form er calcium
eulfate hemihydrate ie eelculated ae fellowea

Ca0 g Ga x Mel wt er 0a0
Mel et ef Ca

0a0 g §0,0020}§56,07]
40,
Geo a 0,0028 gm

•·l1Ö•

The equivalent weight of oalcium oxide ealoulated
from the amount of oaloium attributed to being oombined
es calcium eulfate hemihydrate eubtraeted from the
total amount of oeloium oxide determined by gravimetrio

analyeia reeulted in the amount of oaleium oxide
available to be eonverted to oaleium carbonate,

1/2 ago * °“°caco5
0,0897 gm

··

0,0028 @1 • 0•0869 gm

Therefore, 0.0869 grem

of ealoium oxide was oonverted

to the equivalent weight of caloium carbonate•

GaG0$ • G10 x.Mo1 wt of GaC05
Mol Wt of GaO
GaC0$ g QO•O869)§100•O8]
O

CaG05 g 0,1552 gm

umg,

Magnesium ggdroxide.

The weight of magnesium

hydroxide in the scale was determined hy eonverting
the weight of magnesium pyrophosphate determined by
gravimetrie analysis to the equivalent weight of
magnesium hydroxide•
mg(os)2 s Mg2P20q x Hol et of Mg(0H)2

hol ht of Mg2P207

Mg(0H)2 g §0,02l7;é58.32}
0,0057 grams

Conversion to Hilligrams ger Liter D1sti1led•
The conversion of the weights of the scale components
to the basis "milligrams per liter distilled" was
performed by the following method:

The weight of a

scale component in grame, for example magnesium

hydroxide in the scale from Decarbonation~F1ltration
Test I, was multiplied by 1000 to convert grams to
milligrams.

The number of milligrams was then divided

by the volume of distillate, in liters, obtained for
the test•

Q0,0057 gg{§1000 ggggg) s 0.76 mg/1
,

tere

.412-

Preoigitate C¤mEosition•

The composition ef the

precipitate was obtained by using the same method of

zalculation es was used for calculatlng the scale compositicm

with the exception that the precipitate cemposition in
nilligrams per liter was based on the number ot liters of

tiltrate used during a test and not en the volume of
äistillate ee11ected•

„;13-

IV. DISGUSSIOH
The following paragraphs contain a discussion of the
·esu1ts cbtained during the investigation of ”Sea Water
ävaporatcr Scale Gontrolg

Decarbonation·F&ltration•

„c1dificat1on.Treatment.” Recomendations for future work

Lnd the limitations imposed on this investigation are also

stated.

— Experimental Sea Water Ewaporator Sgstem
7;

A discussion of the construction and operation of
>arts of the experimental sea water evaporator system is
zresonted in the following paragraphs.
The design of the decarbonaticn
Decarhonation Tank.

tank shown in Figure 9, page 77, was the one fanally

äecided upon for use in this investigation. However, bee
tore this design was determined to be satisfactory for
zontinuous use, three nodifications of the heating system
f

were tried before one uns found to be adsquate•

Electrothermel Eating Tages•

The first method

used for heating the decarbonation tank was by electro·
thermal hosting tapes. Five eleotrothmrmsl hosting
tapes were wrapped around the outside of the decarbon·
These heating tspes were thee inches
wide, 60 insbes long, and three of them were insulated
ation tank,

···lll+•

on both sidee while two were insulated on only one

side,

These tapes were connected in parallel to a

powerstat which in turn was connected to a 110 volt

line,

The decarbonation tank was filled with water

and the current turned on to the heating tapes, after
10 hours cf heating, the temperature of the water in
the tank had reached a maximum of 140 °Fk Since the
destred temperature of the water was 180 °F; this

method of hosting was unsatisfactory,

The reason fer

the unsatisfactory operation ot the heating tapes was
because of the construction of the stainless steel
oxygen cylinder chich was used as the decarbcnation
• inch wide and
tank, Stainless steel etrips, /4
T

1/8

·

inch thick, were welded to the outside of the

cylinder;

these etrips were three inches apart,

Since

these strips were on the outside of the cylinder, they
prevented the heating tapes from having direct contact

with the cylinder, Because the hosting tapes did not
directly contact the wall cf the cylinder, the heat
generated by the hosting tapes had tc pass through a

layer ot air appreximately 1/8 Q inch thick, Because
air has a low thermal conductivity, 0,0156 Btu per
hour • square foot ~ °F per toct at 60 °F, its
resistance to heat transfer prevented the water in

.;15.

the tank from reaehing the deaired temperature of
180 °F during the ten heurs of operation.

Another

shortcomimg ef electrethermal heatiug tapes was the
faßt that, although the insulated sides of the heatimg
tapee were against the tank, same of the resistauce
wiree protruded through the inaulatieu und shorted out
against the ta¤k•
External Steam Goi1s•

Aucther method that was

tried fer raising the temperature ef the water in the
decarbonetiom tank to 180 °F was by use of external
• inch cepper tubing
steam ¤o1la„ Fifty feet of L/2
was tightly wrepped around the outside of the decerb¤n·
atiom tank. One end ef the tubing was connected to a

1

M

10w~pressure steam line and the other end was connected
to a steam trap• The outside cf the copper tubing was
covered with 85 per cent magueeia to prevent lese of~
heat to the surr¤u¤diugs•

Hhwever, when the steam was

turned ou end the aopper tubimg inereeeed in temperature,
the tubimg expanded and was net in contact with the
decarbouatiou tank,

The heat frem the oopper ecila had

to pass through e layer of air und them through the wall
ef the tank before teaching the water in the tank, It
was decided that this method of heatiug was u¤eatiefae·

tory since it required nine hours of heatimg and 7.85

•
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pounds of steam per hour to attain a water temperature

er 160 °r.
Internal Steam Colle,

The method of hosting the

decarbonation tank which finally proved to be the meat
satisfactory eas that of employing internal steam coilsa
Twentyefive feet of 1/8 ~ inch cepper tubing were used
as the heating coils, The tuning was bent to form a
”U”,
”U"
being five feet long and the
one side of the
”U”
other side 20 feet long, The base of the
was then

_

put into the tank through a one and one»quarter inch
hole in the top of the tank,

The end of the f1ve•foot

side of the TU" was connected by means of a brass
compression fitting te a lowwpressure steam line,

The

20—foot side was then forced down through the hole in
the tank until only three feet of oopper tubing ramained
on the outside of the tank•

This remaining three feet

of copper tubing was then connected to a steam trap by
another brass compression fitting,

A test of this method

of hosting the water in the decarbonatien tank showed

that 50 minutes after steam was admitted to the steam
ooils the temperature of the water in the tank was 180 °!k

Steam.consumption for this method of heating was 5,24
pounds of steam per 50 minutes,

.117,

ggw Faed Pump,

Tha cantrifugal pump that was used

For pumping tha sea water from thß woodau storage tank to

she decarbonatiou tank was attached to the north wall

ofzbe
Unit Operations Laboratory, This pump was located five

?e6t above the bottom of the wuodeu storage ta¤k• Because
•f the location of the pump above the liquiq loval in the

;a¤k, the pump had to ba primad before avary test.

If the

·ump were located on the tlvor of the Unit Operatians
aboratcry, the head of water im the tank would be aufficieat
»o cause_tha sea water to flow into the pump without primi¤g•
Acidification Svst¤m•

‘¤r

Tha acidificatian system used

this investigation aonaisted of a calibratad separatory

uunal connected to the top of the preheater by a f1ve~iuch
1666 of seven millimeter inside diamater rubber tubi¤g•
hen a sample of purga was removed and the pH datevmimed by
Backman pH meter showed that the pH ¤f the purge was above
,00, the stopceck ou the saparatory tunnel was opened

0.1 ucrmal sulfuric acid was added to reduce the pH
anduough

o 7•OO•

Héwaver, this method of aoidificatien did not

aintain the pH of the purge oonstantly at 7.00 because the
law of aulfuric a6id_to the preheater was not c¤¤ti¤uous•

bis method of operation

rosulted in pH values that rangsd

rum 6.90 to 7.83 during the parformgnce of one oampleteh

ast.

A better solution to the prablem af acidificatiun

-llB—

would have been to install the phimeter directly into the
evaporator system, This could have been accomplished by

connecting a 0.25 gallon copper cylinder to the brine re·
cycle line which connects the brine reservoir to the pre·

heater,

By inserting the electrodes of the pH1meter into

the copper cylinder and allowing them to remain there
throughout the length of a test, a continuous system of
The stop·

reading the pH of the purge would be available,

cock on the separatory tunnel could then be adjusted so that
a continuous flow of sulfuric acid would maintain the pH of

The reason that the suggested.method of
acidification described above was not used for this investi·
gation was because the method that was actually used had been
the purge at 7,00,

tested and found to be satisfactory, Hbwever, during the
performance of an actual test, the operator's time was'
necessarily devoted to other duties; therefore, not enough
time was available to give the acidification system the required amount of attention to maintain the pH of the purge
constantly at 7,00•
Discussion of Results

·

The results obtained from the investigation of scale
control in an experimental sea water evaporator are discussed

of
in the following paragraphs under the headings: Operation
Water
Sea Water Evaporator, Weight of Scale, Blank Tests, Sea
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üuviug the time that was required to attaiu steady-state

conditions, avaporation of ch@ brine charge and scale d6po·
aitiom wara oacurring within the avaporator tung, Although
soma acalß wax baimg dapositad om tha inside cf thm @vupo·
ratar tube öuriug tha initial operation, the vapur which wax
furmad from the avaporutiom of sea watav was c¤¤¤Q¤¤¤a in
the brin6·vapor saparator und racycled through the briue
reswrvoiv back ta thw praheatar, Tha comdensßticn in the
aspavätor occurraü baaauae tha tampmruturn of tha sapurator
was not high émcugh to $11ww @@6 vage? to ggäs thvough the
top of täa swpavator befeva it ¤¤mdonamd„

Sinca aha scaliug

rate fav Qacä tagt was datavmiuad by dividing tha total

gvämx of scale ßepmaizod om thä imßxäa uf th? wvmyormtor
tube by the total mumbav cf litwvg uf digtillute collmated,
thw acaling rates that w@w¢ vapvrtad in Table XXI ware in-

accuvata tc the extant of the käme required tur bhs 6vapo·
rating system to reach stm&dy—state cond1t1ona„ an abbampt
was made to allaviate the situation by rammviug tha 6vapo•
rutor tuba that was used to mttain st¤ady·$tutm conditions
amd vßplacimg it by another evmporutov tube which was then
used for the tagt. Howevmr, during thm tima vaquirad to
rmplaao one avaporatcv tube with amothav, the sau water,
ßuwtherm A, and aquipmant in th? system coolad enough so
that another twc hours wave raquirad ta again obtaiu the

first drop of d1at111at6•
fur Blank iaat I•

This precmduva was usod nnly

éhüp

Weight of Scale.

The total weight of scale that was

Leposited en the inside of the evaporator tube was determined
cy weighing a tared evapcrator tube and the scale on a 2000
gram capacity analytical balance.

The weights obtained by

cse of this balance were accurate within 0.005 grams which
rould result in a possible error of plus or minus 1.0 per

:ent for the weights of scale reported in Table XXI.
Blank Tests. Three blank tests, 1.6., tests without

.ny treatment ot the sea water, were performed on the ex·

cerimental sea water evaporator.

These tests were conducted

.n a manner such that the effects of the flow rate of sea

vater through the evaporator tube and the maximum Dowtherm

» temperature on the scaling rate could be evaluated. The
blank tests were:
critical operating conditions of the three
I
Maximum Dowtherm A
Sea Water Flow Rate
Test
Temperature
to Evaporator

e1/am

°r

Blank I

1717

597

Blank II

510

599

Blank III

1700

577

Since Decarbonat1on·F1ltrat1on Test I and Decarbonat1on·
?1ltrat1on·Ac1d1f1cat1on Test I were conducted under the

same operating conditions as Blank Test I, Decarbonat1on·
Tiltration Test II and Decarbonation-Filtration-Acidificatton

.122-

Pest II were conducted under the same operating conditions
as Blank Test II, and Decarbonation·Filtrat1on Test III
and Decarbonation-Filtration-Acidification Test III were
sonducted under the same operating conditions as Blank Test

[II, the results of the Blank tests were used to evaluate

the effects of Decarbonation~Fi1trat1on and Decarbonation·
?i1tration•Acidification treatments of sea water in re-

Bucing scale formation.
Sea Water Flow Rate to Evagorator.

Although it was

sriginally intended to maintaln a constant flow rate of

sea water to the evaporator for each test, fluctuations

sf the float in the rotameter indicated that the desired
Flow rate was not constant.

Tables XII to XX, inclusive,

show that these fluctuations varied as much as 40 mil1i•
Liters per minute above and below the desired flow rates
sf 1700 and 500 milliliters per minute, depending upon
which test was being conducted•

However, as shown in

Fable XXI, the maximum average deviation from the desired

zonstant flow rate was 17 milliliters per minute.

This

maximum deviation occurred during the performance of Blank

Pest I.

Further investigation of Table XXI shows the

sffects of the rate of flow of sea water through the
svaporator tube on the scaling rate of sea water.

For the

Blank tests, an increase of the flow rate of sea water to

-423-

m evaporator of 1207 milliliters per minute decreased the
aaling rate by 6.8 milligrams per liter distilledg for the
carbonation-Filtration tests, an increase of the sea water
ow rate to the evaporator of 1207 milliliters per minute

creased the scaling rate by 1.5 milligrams per liter
stilled; and for the Decarbonaticn·F1ltratien-Acidifieaticn
sts, an increase of the sea water flow rate to the evapora-

r of 1200 milliliters per minute decreased the scaling
te by 5.1 milligrams per liter distilled.

The reason

at an increased sea water flow rate through the evaporator

be results in a lower scaling rate is that the time of
sidence cf the sea water in the evaporator tube is deeased for increased velocities.

Since the time of resi-

ace in the tube is decreased, the scale constituents

ich are precipitated in the evaporator tube do not have
much time available to deposit on the walls of the
aporator tube.

Another reason for the decreased scaling

te is because cf the fact that the increased velocity of

e sea water causes an increased errosive effect.

This

rosive effect tends to remove the scale that has already
en deposited on the wall of the tube.

Dowtherm A Temgerature.

Another variable that was

vestigated during the performance of this thesis was the

•12b—

»ffect of the temperature of the heat~transfer medium on
reale formation inside an evaporator tube.

The control

—emperature that was to be held constant was the temperature

·f the Dowtherm A as it flowed out of the top of the
vaporator chamber back to the Dowtherm A storage tank.
his temperature was indicated by thermocouple No Q, as

hown in Tables XII to XX, inclusive.

Although the desired

emperatures of 575 °F or 400 °F, depending upon which
est was being ccnducted, were supposed to have been held
onstant, an examination of Tables XII tc XX shows that
fter the desired temperature was once attained, it varied
maximum of 6 °F above and 8 °F below the control temper·

Ature.

However, the maximum deviation from the average

ontrol temperatures was 5 °F.
ccurred for Blank Test I.

This maximum deviationn

Table XXI shows that an increase

f 20 °F of the Dowtherm A control temperature for the

lank tests resulted in an increase of the scaling rate cf
.2 milligrams per liter distilledg an increase of 25 °F
‘or the Decarbonation·Filtration tests resulted in an in·
rease of the scaling rate of 3.9 milligrams per liter

.isti1led; and an increase of 25 °F for the Decarbonation—
ältration-Acidification tests resulted in an increase of
;he scaling rate of 5.1 milligrams per liter distilled.

zhown above, an increase of the Dowtherm A temperature

As

M
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·esu1ts in an increase in the scaling rate.

The increase

.n scaling rate can be explained by the fact that the scaling
=onstituents were precipitated out cf solution.mcre quickly
rhen a higher Dowtherm A temperature was used.

At the

zigher Dowtherm A temperature the sea water passing through
ahe evaporatcr tube attained the temperature of evaporation
‘aster than when the lower Dewtherm A temperature was used.

Fhis faster attainment of the evaporating temperature

Lllowed the scale constituents more time to deposit on the

rvaporator tube before passing through it.
Decarbonaticn—Filtration Treatment.

.

The results of

lecarbonation-filtration as a method of treatment of sea
xater as compared to no treatment are shown in Table XXI.

Phese results show that decarbonation•filtration as a
1ethod of treating sea water was effective in reducing

acale formation by an average of 58.1 per cent. Individual
somparisons were as followsr Decarbonation·F1ltrat1cn Test

C when oompared to Blank Test I resulted in 55.7 per cent

·eduction of scale; Decarbonation~Filtrat1on Test II when

zompared to Blank Test II reeulted in 58.2 per cent re-

iuction of scale; and Decarbonation·Filtration Test III
vhen compared to Blank Test III resulted in 60.5 per cent
reduction of scale. The reason that decarbonation•filtra·

tion was effective in reducing scale formation was that some

l
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f the scale constituents were removed from the sea water
efore it entered the evaporator tube.

As the sea water in

he decarbonation tank was heated to an average temperature

f 178 °F, the free carbon dioxide was removed from the

olution because the solubllity of the free carbon dioxide
ecreases as the temperature increases• Also, some of the

arbon dioxide which was in the form of the bicarbonate
on was removed from the sea water because the bicarbonate

.on decomposes when hes.ted„

HaHCO5 "'§2-·¢—l'j)‘-‘¥'

For example,

Na',

{ HGOQ

eco; {gf; cozr { oa'

Phe loss of carbon dioxide causes the solution to become

After a pH of 8.5 has been attained,
mgnesium salts which have been dissolved in sea water
zombine with the hydroxyl ion from the above reaction and

zore alkaline.

?orm magnesium hydroxide.

1

MgC12
Mg"}

¤g**{ 2C1‘
20H_‘:;-"'§€g(OH)2

2Cl- { 2Na+";1—’°°2NaG1

Since the solubility of magnesium hydroxide is lowered
with an increase in temperature, it precipitates out of

solution.

Calcium carbonate, which also has a lower

solubility at increased temperatures, was also removed

°

.12%.

rom the solution by deoarbonation.

After these scale

»onstituents had been precipitated from the sea water by
Lecarbonation, they were prevented tree entering the sea
eter evaporating system by filtration.
Precigitate Oomposition. Table XXI also contains
an analysis of the precipitate obtained as a result of

decarbonation and subsequent filtration of sea water
for the thee Decarbonat1on—F1ltration tests. These
analyses show that an average of 0.5 milligrams of
soluble salts per liter of filtrate, 155.5 milligrams

of silica per liter of filtrate, 55.4 milligrams of
iron and aluminum,oxides per liter of filtrate, 525.7

milligrams of oalcium carbonate per liter of filtrate,
776.4 milligrams of magnesium hydroxide per liter of
filtrate, and 105.7 milligrams of calcium sulfate hemihydrate per liter of filtrate were retained on the
The removal of these scaling constituents
from sea water wae the reason why decarbonation·

filter.

filtration treatment was effective in redncing the
scale formation by an average of 58.1 per cent.
Scale Gomgosition.

The analyses of the composition

of the scale formed during the Blank and Decarbonat1on•
Filtration tests are presented in Table XXI. Average

é¤ß·

scaling rates for the six scale constituents show

that decarbonation-filtration treatment reduoed the
scaling rate of soluble salts from 0.89 to 0.51 milligrams per liter distilled, silica from 1.50 to 0.55
milligrams per liter distilled, iron and aluminum

oxides from 0.59 to 0.54 milligrams per liter distilled,
caloium carbonate from 55.87 to 20.55 milligrams per
liter distilled, magnesium hydroxide from 15.11 to
0.41 milligrams per liter distilled, and calcium
sulfate hemihydrate from 5.05 to 0.78 milligrams per
liter distilled.

The reduction of scale formation

caused by the use of decarbonation and subsequent filtration as a method of treatment of sea water was diecussed in the two preceeding paragraphs.
Decarbonation-Filtration•Aoidification Treatment.

The

ffect of Decarbonation·Filtration-Acidification treatment
f sea water as compared to no treatment is shown in

'able XXI.

These results show that deoarbonation-filtrat1on-

cidification as a method of treating sea water was
»ffeotive in reduoing scale formation by an average of 49.7

«er cent.

Individual comparison of the Blank and Decarbon-

.tion-Filtration-Acidification tests are as followss
xecarbonation-Filtration·Aoidification Test I as compared
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ao Blank Test I showed a scale reduction of 48.6 per cent;
>ecarbonation~Filtration-Acidification Test II as oompared

:0 Blank Test II showed a scale reduction of 49.2 per cent;

.nd Decarbcnat1on·F1ltration-Acidificatlon Test III as

=ompared to Blank Test III showed a scale reduction of 51.4
8),
the reduction of the
·er cent. according to Hampe1(

.1ka11n1ty of decarbonated and filtered sea water to a pH

•f 7.0 would result in the elimination of*magnes1um hy-

woxide and calcium carbonate as scale constituents.

Hbw-

·ver, as explained on page lT7under the paragraph heading
Acidification System", the pH of the sea water was not

meld constantly at 7.0 but ranged from 6.90 to 7.85.

The

werage pH of the sea water entering the evaporator tube

'or Decarbonat1on-F11tration•Acidification Test I was 7.26,
'or Decarbonat1on·Filtration·Ac1d1ficati0n Test II was

'.l5, and for Decarbonation—Filtration-Acidification Test

LII was 7.11.

As indicated under "Scale G0mposit1on" in

‘able XXI, both ca1c1um.carbonate and magnesium hydroxide

rere scale·forming constituents after acidification treat-

However, the average scaling rate of magnesium
mydroxide was reduced from 0.44 milligrams per liter
nent.

listilled for the Decarbonation-Filtration tests to 0.15
ailligrams per liter distilled for the Decarbenation-

Filtration-Acidification tests.

Although the scaling rate
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af magnesium hydroxide was appreciably reduoed as a result

>f acidification, the average scaling rate for the Decarbon•
ation·Filtration·Acidification tests increased by 4,6

ailligrams per liter distilled as compared to the Decarbonv
1tion·Fi1tration tests• This increase was due primarily

so the increase of the scaling rate of calcium sulfate

aemihydrate.

The scaling rate of ca1cium.sulfate hemi—

aydrate increased from 0.78 milligrams per liter distilled
For the Decarbonation·Fi1tration tests to 5.89 milligrams
>er liter distilled for the Decarbonation-Filtrationacidification tests. The increase of the scaling rate cf
zalcium sulfate hemihydrate was a result of the addition of
aulfuric acid to the decarbonated and filtered sea water,
Sulfuric acid was the acidification agent.

Since sulfwric

acid was used to reduce the pH of the decarbonated sea

water, more sulfate ions were available in the solution

which was to be evaporated•

These sulfate ions combined

with the available oalcium ions to form calcium sulfate
¤emihydrate•
Distillate Production,

The effect of the method of

treatment of sea water on distillate production is shown

in Figures ll, 12, and 15, pages 100, 101, andl02, respective·-·
Ly• These figures show that the distillate rate was in-

creased when decarbcnation·filtration and deoarbonatione

A

‘i1trat1on·aeidifieati¤n treatments were empleyed. Figure
1 shews that the dietillate rate, as eompared to Blank Test
i, increased 2.5 milliliters per minute tor Deearbenatiene
ultratien Test I, and 2.7 milliliters per minute for

eearbenat1en~Fu1tratieneaeiditicatien Test I.

Figure 12

:hews that deearbonati¤n~f1ltratien treatment inereased the
ustlllate rate 0.5 millilitera per minute and decarbenatione
‘iltrat1on~acidi£1eat1en treatment inereased the distillate
I
·ate 0.6 milliliters per minute when cempared to Blank

'est II.

Finally, Figure 15 share that decarbenatien·

‘iltration treatment inereaeed the distillate rate 2.2
xilliliters per minute and deearbonatien·f11tration~aeid~

.ficatien treatment increased the distillate rate 2.8
zilliliters per minute when cempared te Blank Test III.

The reason that the treatment teste resulted in increased
tistillate rates was because the evaporater tuhes used in

she treatment tests had lese scale depesitien eceurring
zhan the ne treatment tests. Since the increase et scale
resistanee
Formation fer the Blank tests else inareased the

time
bo heat transfer, lese heat was transferred per unit

in
Prem the Dewtherm.A to the sea water which resulted

Lewer distillate rates.

edge.

Recommendations
As a result of the operation of the experimental sea

ster evaporator and an analysis of the results obtained

rom the investigation of scale control in the experimental
ea water evaporator, the following reoommendations are

resented:
Raw Feed rump.

The centrifugal pump that was used

or pumping the sea water from the wooden storage tank
o the decarbonation tank was attached to the north wall of

he Unit Operations Laboratory.

This pump was located five

eet above the bottom of the wooden storage tank. Because
I
the,
in
level
liquid
the
above
f the location of the pump
ank, the pump had to be primed before every test that was
onducted on the experimental sea water evaporator.

It is

ecommended that this pump be removed from the wall and
r
laced on the floor. The head of water in the tank would
when be sufficient to cause the sea water to flow into the
ump without priming.
Acidification System.

It is recommended that the

l

.cidification system now employed on the sea water evapo·

·ating system be changed to include a pH.meter that will

»ermit continuous pH readings to be taken. The method of
>peration that was used for this investigation resulted in

I

•dJ}—

values that ranged from 6.90 to *7.85.

The pl-I meter

zuld be installed in the evaporating system by connecting
0.25 gallon copper eylinder to the brine recycle line

1ichxconnects the brine reservoir to the preheater.

By

xserting the electrodes of the pH meter into the copper

rlinder and allowing them to remain there throughout the

angth of a test, a continuous system of reading the pH of

16 purge would be available.

an adjustment of the valve

1 the acid reservoir could then be made so that a continuous

.ow of sulfuric acid would.maintain the pH of the sea

nter entering the evaporator at 7.00.
Bcaling Rate.

It is recommended that an investigation

e made to determine the amount of error introduced into

ze calculation for scaling rate by the evaporation that
eeurred during the attainment of steady·state conditions.

method that could be used for this investigation is as

>l1ows:

insert a tared evaporator tube into the evaporator

xd operate the sea water evaporating system until the first

·op of distillate is collected in the distillate receiver.

xen, cease operation of the evaporator system, remove the
'aporator tube, and weigh it to determine whether or not

xy scale was deposited during the attainment of steady•
aate conditions.

It is recemmended that future
.nveetigaticne ef deearbonatienetiltratien and decarbenatien·
Future Investigation:.

?1ltration—acidifieatiou treatments ef sea water be performed
>n the experimental sea water evaperator to obtain more peints

nn the eurve ef scaling rate versus distillate rate. These
.nveet1gatiens aheuld be eendueted for sea water flow rates
ze the evaporator tube ranging frem 500 milliliters per

xinute to 2000 milliliters per minute, and for maximum
>ewtherm.A temperature: ranging fram 550 °F to ÄO0 °F%
fhese investigatiena should also be eondueted at various

>urge to feed rate ratlos•

Sh1g—beard Ineta11ati¤ns• It ie reeemmeuded that
teearbeuatienefiltration and deearbonation—fi1tratien•
me1difieatien.methods ef treating sea water be tested en
¤h1p—beard evaperator insta11at1e¤s•
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Limitations
The limitations imposed on the investigation of sea
ater evaporator scale control in an experimental sea water
vaporator were the composition of the sea water, the sea

ater evaporator, and the operating conditions,

Sea Water Composition,_ The composition of the sea
ster used for this investigation was as follows:
Compoaition
Component

HaCl
4• 176

1,668

MgSO4
MgBr2

1,268
Ü•CaSO4
Ca(HC03)2
KQSÖ4
B203

0,178
Ü• 869
Ü• 029

8102

0,008

R20;}

O• 022

Sea water Evaporator,

The sea water evaporator was a

>ronze, 27 x 8·1nch cylinder containing one nick1e·copper
avaporating tube which had a 22-inch length and a 5/8-inch
>uts1de diameter,

The annular space between the evaporator

••·1B6•

ube and evaporator shell was filled with Dowtherm A, the

eat-transfer medium, which was pumped from a storage tank
hrough the evaporator chamber and back to the storage tank.

rating of Dowtherm A was aocomplished eleotrically„
Operating Conditions.

Nine tests were performed on

he sea water evaporating system during the performance

f this investigation.

The critical operating conditions

or these nine tests are presented below in tabular form:

est

Treatment

Maximum Dowtherm

Sea Water

A Temperature

Fiow·Rate to

°F
597

ml/min
1700

Evaporator

No
I

Blank

Blank
Blank

599
577

I

DecarbonationFiltration

599

1700

400
576

500
1700

Acidification

400

1700

Acidification

400

500

575

1700

II
II

II

,II
I
II
ZII

DeoarbonationFiltration
Decarbonation·

Filtration

DecarbonationFiltration-

DecarbonationFiltration-

DecarbonationFiltrationAcidification

500 7
1700
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V,

GONGLUSIONS

The investigation of scale control in an experimental

ea water evaporator was reetrioted by the following
imitations,

The sea water evaporator was a bronze, 27 x

-1nch cylinder containing one niekle·copper evaporating
ube which had a 0/B~tnch outside diameter and a length
f 22 inohes,

The ennular space between the evaporator

abe and evaporator shell was filled with Dowtherm A, the

Beating ot Dowtherm A was aocompliehed
~lectrically, The sea water used for this investigation was
ade in the laboratory by adding the necessary components
eat·transfer medium.

so 500 gallons of distilled water,
Three series of tests were perfonmed on the evaporator

system.

Blank Test I, Decarbonation»FTltraticn.Test I,

rnd Decarbonation»Filtration-Acidifiostion Test I were
400 °F
rperated with a maximum Dowthenm A temperature of

end a sea water flow rate to the evaporator of 1700 milli·

;iters per minute,

Blank Test II, Decarbonationeßiltration

?est II, and Decarbonation—Filtration·Acidification Test II

were operated w1th.a maximum Dowtherm A temperature of
ot 500
L00 °F and a sea water flow rate to the evaporator

nilliliters per minute,

Blank Test III, Deoarbonation·

?iltrat1on.Test III, and Decarbonat1on—Faltration—Aoidi£ication

AmntaemQ
ut lt}: were marmtmr with um maxtmzw
375 *5* um a am vater

rate te ttm amgeretmr er

minutm
fallewimg aexmlurwxm Arme ebteinmd item tm.:
V

¤va~st1g;mtiem

L

rate er 1*706 milliw

öperating, nt e am

m temgßaw
itme mer mixmtm _ sméä mm aveaame mamtmum Imvtlmrm

etnre cf 400 °!', the

tiemtiltrateim treatment und

er ses
am üemrtnxmtaemültvnttimeoidifteatum treatment
zum ty tm'?
wmv vemztnt meine rereeamem an um avapavtzrmgg
md $9.6 mer amt,
ef
Gpermtinm; et a, mm mater
mwxvmta nm! am evarage mextm äilewtnm A

kture af

•i0€3 °§F,
tte

tem;¤¤*••

tun-Ftltrnt um t¤·e¤tm.m¤„t am!

>ae~ert¢2mt1a¤•Mltrntzmwtmmifiaetxmw treatmmet af nee
tube ty
vater vemem seele fermmtim zu the evenmatuzg
Stat mm $9.2 per amt, re—ameet1ve1y•

3•

tmsraurm et A am www flex nete nt 1'Iw wm11u.··

Litern mer minutm mw! um hlütßäßt mximtw Wttmva

mwutmeet

et 3*75 °F,
Asturm
treamett tf
nmz.! the teaertnmvt-i¤n•Fi1tr¤t1te•·«1emittentim
evaggtratimgg, tem
tee meter rezmemcä emule farzmtiean im the
t•Z3•§ und äh 45 met amt, 1··ae;>eat1ve17•
ty
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VI•

SUMMARY

The purpose of the investigation

“Sea

Water Evaporator

äcale Control; Deoarbonation~Fi1tration—Aoidif1cation
‘reatment" was to determine the effects of decarbonat1on~
'i1tration·acid1fioation treatment of sea water on scale
Formation in an experimental sea water evaporator•
The sea water evaporetor was a bronze, 27 x 8-1nch

zylinder containing one n1ckel~copper evaporating tube
ahich had a 5/8-1nch outside diameter and a length of 22
Lnches• The heat-transfer medium, Bowtherm A, was electri-

sally heated•

The sea water that was used for this

investigation was made in the 1aboratory•
Sea water was pumped from a wooden storage tank to

L deoarbonation tank•

As the sea water in the decarbon~

ztion tank was hosted to 180 °P, dissolved carbon dioxide
res removed from the solution because the solubility of

the gas decreases as the temperature increases• Also,
some of the carbon dioxide which was in the form of bi~
zarbonate ione was removed from the sea water because the

oioarbonate ion decomposes when heated•

song ägtoez,1 { mr

Fer example,

-1hO-

ho loss of carbon dioxide causes the solution to become

are alkaline,

After e pH of 8,5 had been attained,

ugnesium salta which were dissolved in sea water combined
{th the hydroxyl ion from the above reaction and formed

zgnesium hydroxide,

Fer example,

Hgßlg :1* mg"' 7 auf
HQ0
sg"*,l son' -=——~ am oe)2
2G1' { 2IhT==é=2Na01
Lnoe the solubility ef‘magnesium hydrexide is lcwered with

1 increase in temperature, it preoipitates out of solution,

rter the magnesium hwdroxide was tormed, it was removed
eo

the system by filtration,

The pH ef the filtrate fer

ee deesrbenation~filtrationaaciditication series of teste

es reduced from 8,5 to 7,0 by aeiditieation with sulfurie
sid, Fbllewing the filtration and eeidifieation, the aaa

rter was then preheated and pumped to the evaperater, The
rina·vapor mixture was then separated; the vapor being
endensed and collected in a gradueted receiver and the

eine being recyeled back to the preheater,
Three series of tests were perfermed en the see water
vaporator. The first series ef tests eonsisted of a ne

reatment test, a deearbenation~fi1tratien test, and a
eoarbenati¤n—filtrat1on•aeidifiostion test, These teste

.1gL.

A teparature of
era performed with a maximum Dowtherm
to the evaporator of 1700
00 °F and a sea water flow rate
series of tests were
illilitera per minute, The second
conditions as the first
tonducted under the same operating

water flow rate to the evaporater
sea
the
that
except
¤eriee

milliliters per minute, The
rss reduced from 1700 te 50
under the same
ahird series of tests were oondncted
series exoept that the
>perating conditions as th first

reduced from 400 °F te
aaximum Dowthermea temperature was

sve °r.

‘

the experimental data
The oonolusions drawn from
were:
obtained from this investigation
rate of 1700 mi11i•
1, Operating at a sea water flow
maximum Dowtherm A teper·
liters per minute and an average
Deoarbonationehultration treatment and
ature ef 400 °F, the

treatment of sea
Decarbonation-Filtrationeaeidifieation
the

the evaporating tube by
in
fonation
scale
water redueed
respectively,
55,7 and 48,6 per cent,
rate of 500 mi11i~
2, Operating at a sea water flow
temperaverage maximum Dewther¤.A
an
and
minute
per
liters

Becarbenation~Filtration treatment and
the
°P;
400
of
ature
ef sea
0ecarbenstien»F&1tration·Ac1d1fication treatment
tube by
fermatien in the evsporating
seele
reduoed
water

58,2 and 49,2 per cent, respeetively,

~

·lAZ-

3.

1

Operating at a sea water flow rate of 1700 milli-

,tere per minute and an average maximum Dowtherm.A teper—

ure of 375 °F; the Deearbonatien·F&1tration treatment
.d the Deearbonat1on~F1ltrationencidifieation treatment of

·a water redueed seele fermatien in the evaporating tube
· 60.5 and 51.4 per cent, reapeetively.

•1h3•
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